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Secretary makes second trip to Argentina

Haig again'tries to defuse Falkland crisis
WASHINGT04. (AP) —
Secretary of State Alexander M.
Haig Jr., under growing pressure
to find a compromise in the
Falkland Islands crisis, is making
another try at defusing what he
called an "exceptionally difficult
and exceptionally dangerous problem."
Haig left Washington shortly
after 8 a.m. EST today on the 16-

32

State police
initiates 40
drug arrests

WAN WILSON WATERCOLOR — "Crooked Forest" is the title of this watercolor by the late Ivan Wilson, a Calloway County
native who taught 38 years at Western Kentucky University.
Some of his watercolors are on exhibit in the Wrather West Kentucky Museum at Murray State University. The show will run
through April 30. Wilson taught at Western from 1920 to 1958, and
the Ivan Wilson Center for Fine Arts was dedicated on the Bowling Green campus in 1973. He died in 1981 at age 91.

Kentucky State Police officials
are in the process of serving 60 indictments and warrants to 40 people following a six-month undercover investigation in a fivecounty area, according to a KSP
spokesman.
With the assistance of local
police agencies in Murray,
Mayfield, Fulton and Benton, the
state police narcotics division has
arrested 19 persons already, and
plans to continue such action
against 20 others today.
The investigation -included Livingston, Carlisle, McCracken,
Marshall, Graves and Calloway
counties, with most of those' people served warrants living in McCracken and Graves counties.
Charges involve trafficking in a
number of controlled substances,
according to KSP, from LSD, cocaine, Demoral and various pills
to marijuana.

hour flight to Buenos Aires, his second trip to the Argentine capital
since he began his peace-seeking
mission April 8. He has twice
visited London on his shuttle.
In London, meanwhile, British
defense officials told Prime
Minister Margeret Thatcher that
elements of the 31-ship Argentine
fleet may be *ling in the direction of the Falklands.
The officials said in a statement
that most of the Argentine navy
was still in port, but that "some
elements of the Argentine fleet"
may now be leaving port "and in
that case we would expect them to
sail south," toward the Falklands.
The officials said they doubted
the Argentine ships would "risk
breaching" the war zone Britain

has established around the
islands, but predicted the ships
"may .., sail close to the Argentine mainland and even skirt the
maritime exclusion zone in an attempt to score some propaganda
advantage and bolster up morale
in Argentina."
The Defense Ministry said no
major Argentine warship had
entered the zone and said officials
could not confirm Argentine
claims that two of its coast guard
gunboats went to the Falklands
Tuesday.
Britain, which has a fleet steaming to the South Atlantic, has said
all Argentine ships in a 200-mile
radius of the islands are subject to
attack.
Earlier, Mrs. Thatcher told a
special meeting of Parliament

that Argentina must withdraw its
troops from the islands before
negotiations can be held on their
future sovereignty. Argentina
seized the islands April 2.
President Reagan, responding
to reports that the Soviet Union
has been providing intelligence information to Argentina on British
fleet movements, said the Soviet
should "butt out" of the crisis.
Haig asked both Britain and
Argentina to make "responsible
and defensible adjustments" in
their positions before it is too late.
"It is an exceptionally difficult
and exceptionally dangerous problem," Haig said. "The positions
that both countries hold are deeply felt, and in many cases mutually-, contradictory."

Calloway area high potential
for natural disasters, Cooper
By DUANE SPURLOCK
New Madrid fault would certainly
Staff Writer
effect Calloway County. This area
A two-out-of-three chance exists also has a high potential for torthat in the next 10 years this area nadoes and floods, and noted the
will experience an earthquake _mesa- storms which had moved
with a' 9 ie-idIQ' on a 18--POiiit — ihroia the county.
scale, according to Bennie
Cooper said preparedness is
Cooper.
'very important. "Natural
Cooper, disaster preparedness disasters do not respect persons or
director and Murray Statellniver- places. People are going to die. I
sity Emergency Medical Training want to stress survival of those
program director, said this during who make it through the bad aca meeting Wednesday to assess tion."
county disaster resources.
Survivors will have a better
How strong would a 9-point ear- chance with proper preparations
thquake be? Cooper compared it having been made ahead of time.
to the earthquake which Yet, unlike man-made disasters,
devastated parts of Italy last natural disasters occur without
year, which rated an 8.4 on the any warning, so preparations
scale.
must always be in a state of
Cooper said in earthquake readiness.
originating from slippage of the
About 30 people attended the

meeting headed by Cooper and
Lucy Wright;executive director of
Calloway County American Red
Cross chapter and Disaster
Emergency Services coordinator.
Among those attending were
EMTs apd fire and sheriff's
departments personnel. •
Cooper outlined some basic
needs for a disaster preparedness
program — communications,
shelter, food, and medical help
among them.
Cooper urged those attending to
inventory resources available to
them and which they felt were
needed, and to compile existing
plans for emergency action. These
will be investigated at a future
meeting and offer officials an idea
about what remains to be accomplished.

Wrather Museum to exhibit
Wilson watercolor paintings Contract to resurface portion of783

Watercolor paintings by the late
Ivan Wilson, a Calloway County
native who taught 38 years at
Western Kentucky University, are
on exhibit in the Wrather West
Kentucky Museum at Murray
State University.
The show of work by Wilson,
who died in February 1981, at the
age of 91, will run through April
30. Museum hours are 8 a.m. to 4
p.m. Monday through Friday.
His influence at Western, where
he taught from 1920 to 1958, was instrumental in the development of
a Department of Art. The Ivan
Wilson Center for Fine Arts was
dedicated on the Bowling Green
campus in 1973.
Wilson watercolors in the exhibit at Murray State are from the
permanent collection of the Clara
M. Eagle Gallery on the campus
and works on loan from relatives
of the artist.
Most of the pieces in the Murray
State collection are gifts of Harry
L. Jackson of Bowling Green.
Works on loan for the exhibit on
the campus are from the collec-

tions of Robert Hendon, professor
of agriculture at Murray State,
and William Edwin Hendon and
William Calvin Hendon, both
Calloway County residents.
Wilson began his teaching
career in a rural school .in
southeast Calloway County. He
left that position in 1911 to pursue
a degree at Western, but he was
asked by Dr. Henry Hardin
Cherry, Western's first president,
to teach penmanship and drawing
before he completed his degree.
He returned periodically to
Calloway County to teach and
spent summers studying at the
Chicago Art Institute while completing his degree. Later, it age
44„he earned the master's degree
at George Peabody College in
Nashville where he studied in the
summers.
Wilson loved to paint, but he was
an unassuming man who for many
years did not show his watercolors. Finally, however, after
persistent urgings by his friends,
he began to exhibit.

One of his exhibits was in the
William G. Nelson Gallery in Kansas City, Mo., and another show
was sponsored by the Old Studio
Guild of New York and circulated
FRANKFORT, KY. — The Kenthroughout the United States.
tucky
Department of TransportaHis watercolors became intertion
has
awarded a $43,567 connationally known as the result of
Ken-Tenn Construction
tract
to
an exhibition in Paris, France, in
Co.
of
Fulton
to resurface 2.3
1961 where Wilson's work gained
Highway
783, Butterof
miles
the attention and praie of critics.
worth Road,in Calloway county.
Wilson once said he liked to
The project extends from
study an object, sketch it and then Highway 94 to 121.
paint from memory.
The project is part of the state's
"I always thought better when I estimated $23.5 million resurfacwasn't looking at something," he ing program for 1982. This year's
explained. "There is no com- program includes resurfacing 666
parison between the thrill I get miles of highway throughout the
from conveying to canvas state.
somethittg which is in my mind
Also, two contracts were awardwith that which I can actually ed to Dixie Pavers Inc. of
see."
tklopkinsville to resurface 9.3 miles
His long career as an artist and of highway in Trigg County.
The company received a $64,022
teacher earned Wilson the reputation as a man who loved people as contract to resurface 3.4 miles of
well as his artwork and added KY 164, Roaring Springs-Lintonanother dimension to the immense Pee Dee Road,from KY 525 to the
impact that one modest and hum- Christian County line.
In addition, a $103,171 contract
ble man had on so many people.

awarded;other projects announced

Kelsey getting scout museum ready for opening

was awarded to the company to
resurface 5.9 miles of KY 276, Hurricane Church-KY 139 Road and
Minton School-Rockcastle Road,
from KY 274 to KY 139.
Within the past two years the
department has cut the paving cycle by more than half, according
to Transportation Secretary

Frank Metts. Each state maintained road will be resurfaced an
average of once every 15 years instead of once every 35 years.

Pricesupports
larger than
previous year

Today sunny this morning
with clouds increasing this
afternoon. Very warm with
highs near 80 degrees.
Southeast winds 5 to 15mph.
Tonight cloudy with a 50 percent chance *for showers and
thunderstorms.
Saturday through Monday:.
Warm with a chance of showers
Saturday, dry and cooler Sun'clay and Monday. Highs in the
mid 60s to low 70sSaturday and
• low to upper 60s Sunday and
Monday. Lows in the upper 40s
to low 50s Saturday and in the
low to upper 40s Sunday and
Monday.

•

WASHINGTON (AP) — Government price support loan rates for
1982-crop tobacco will increase an
average of 10.8 percent from last
year, the Agriculture Department
said.
The increase was required according to a formula in the law, officials said WednesdaL
By type of tobacco,The 1982 supports and the 1981 rateS, by comparison, in dollars per pound, in• cluded:
One Section-16 Pages
Flue-cured, types 11-14, 1.759 for
11
Aces
1982 and 1.587 last year; burley,
14, 15
Classifieds
type 31, 1.813 and 1.636; Virginia
14
Comics
geography at Clark University, fire-cured, type 21, 1.23 and 1.11;
13
Crosswords
Kentucky-Tennessee fire-cured,
said he believes his new job will be
4
Dear Abby
types 22-23, 1.23 and 1.11; dark airchallenging.
7
Dr. Lamb
"The role of the Boy Scouts of cured, types 35-36, 1.094 and 0.987;
3
Garrott's Galley
Virginia sun-cured, type 37, 1.094
America as a major youth
6
Horoscope
and 0.987; cigar binder, types 51organization has never received
4,5
Murray
Today
52,
1.255
and
1.133;
cigar
and
filler
scholarly attention. I am excited
Obituaries
binder, types 42-44 and 53-55,0.907
•
to have a chance to participate in
3
Perspective
and 0.818; and Puerto Rican, type
that effort," he said.
8,9
Sports
46,0.941 and 00849.
Although the museum program
has not yet been fully developed,
Kelsey said the facility will house
a ,set of exhibits "which depict the
role Boy Scouts have played in
America."
"We want to develop a set of
programs that will enhance the
public's awareness of what
scouting has done and can do in
society," he said.
Many of the things scouting has
traditionally embraced will be
featured. Kelsey said such areas
as citizenship, an interest in
public service, and conservation
of the environmettt will be
reflected in the museum.
Kelsey said one of the factors •
which attracted him to the three- •
tor's position was the West Kentucky region. He and his wife,
MEMBERS OF Murray Lima Club made plans for the annual light
Karma, and four children ages
bulb
and broom hale for Monday and Tuej,Astil 28 and
made
their
have
through
three
lured, from left, are Dale Hughes, chairman, Bo? home in Lakeway Shores on KenMcNutt,Hoyt Wyatt and Steve Alcott.
tucky Lake.

today's index

Curator faces long list of preparations
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By Johnny Miller said.
A lengthy checklist of things to
Later inn the year, Kelsey said
do is facing Darwin P. Kelsey, "mechanical things" will require
who has begun his duties as direchis attention. He noted that shipptor of the National Museum of the
ing arrangements must be made
Boy Scouts of America on the
to have the scout memorabilia,
Murray State University campus.
currently in storage, brought to
Opening of the museum is
Murray.
targeted for the sprig of 1983, giv-Other parts of the collection
ing Kelsey about one year to coorwhich must be transported to the
dinate a long list of preparations
new museum include historical
ranging from installation of
documents 2if Lord Baden-Powell,
Climate control systems to mak- father of the scouting movement,
ing shipping arrangements for the
and, of course, the famous oil
prized exhibits.
paintings and lithographs by the
A former senior vice president late N,orman Rockwell.
for research at Old Sturbridge
Preparation of the 48,450
Village, Sturbridge, Mass., one of square-foot .museum facility to
the largest outdoor museums in
house the collection should begin
the United States, Kelsey has
within two to four months. Kelsey
begun his work at Murray State in
said the work will include installatemporary offices.
tion of a precise climate control
Until renovation of the -scout system.
museum, which will be housed in
Once the museum is open,
the former laboratory school, has Kelsey saia exhibits will be changprogressed, Kelsey will work out' ed periodically. "Of course
of an Mies in the Wrather West everything will be new for the
- opening. And then the exhibits willKentucky-Museum.
- Kelsey said his first duties will change from fear to year."
Placing items from the collecinclude developing policy recomtion on national tour also will be a
mendations for,the museum board
useum
elscy
- .,of trustees whose Membersjiay_e _ Junction_ of th
legal responsibility for the facili- said 'traveling exhibits are a
means of increasing exposure for
ty. By-laws as well as themes for
displays must be considered, he the stoUting concept and Murray

Darwin P. Kelsey
State.
Many of the Rockwell prints, a
total of 54 in all, are currently 9n
national tour, he added.
Selection of Kelsey, 41, to be
-museum director,- -culminated a
national search of sevatmonths
following designation of Murray
State as the new site for the
museum, Which was formerly
located in North Brunswick, N.J.
Kelsey, a candidate for the doctorate degree in historical
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Singers plan to perform

ALL SYSTEMS GO — U. Bill Books (left) and Staff Sgt. Merrill Tidwell perform pre-flight maintenance on
a Blackhawk helicopter before taking off from Murray State's Cutchin Field Wednesday afternoon. The
helicopter, from Ft. Campbell, is the Army's newest troop carrier and was demonstrated to students to give
publicity to the school's ROTC program.
Staff photo by John Salerno

New troop helicopter shown
Wednesday to promote ROTC
By JOHN SALERNO
•
Staff Writer
The concept of air-mobile warfare developed during the Vietnam War, as the U.S. Army saw the
need to deploy troops quickly into remote areas by
helicopter.
To promote Murray State University's ROTC,-Ft.
Campbell used Cutchin Field Wednesday afternoon
to show off its newest troop carrying helicopter, the
UH-60A Blackhawk.
Capt. Bill Heise, who graduated in 1969 fr,om Murray High and later from the university's ROTC program, piloted the aircraft to his alma mater on the
30-minute flight from Campbell.
Heise, who is assigned to the "Lancers," Company B, 158th Aviation Battalion of the 101st
Airborne-Air Assault Division, said it was "good to
be back at MSU with my Blackhawk."
The transport helicopter has been in use for about
31
/
2 years, he said, adding that the base on the
Kentucky-Tennessee border was the first line outfit
to have the Blackhawk.
Heise said it is used primarily for combat missions and can carry 15 infantrymen to a remote
location and unload and take off in about 45 seconds.
Troops can also rappell — descend by rope — from
the chopper as it hovers, which makes it one of the
primary instruction tools for the Army's Air
Assault School located at Campbell.
In addition to the pilot, the crew includes the copilot — an officer — and the crew chief, who is
usually a senior enlisted man with the job of managing the passengers. Lt. Bill Books was the co-pilot
for the Murray State mission, while Staff Sgt. Merrill Tidwell of Warrior, Ala. served as crew chief.

Books, a native of Fulton, Mo., said the
Blackhawk — which cruises at 180 miles an hour
and has a maximum speed of 250 miles an hour — is
also used to medivac wounded and carry supplies.
During a brief description of the craft, Books said
its T-700 General Electric engine puts out more than
1,500 horsepower and has a burn rate of 800 pounds
of fuel an hour. The Blackhawk's tanks can carry
up to 2,200 pounds of fuel, which the co-pilot said
limits missions to about two-and-a-half hours, three
at the most.
He added the craft has "good survivability"
because it was designed after making corrections
from helicopter data acquired during Vietnam. The
54.5 foot main propeller is made of lightweight
graphite and enable quick takeoffs, while the tail
rotor has two engines — a main and auxiliary — in
case one is damaged.
In addition, both the pilot and co-pilot seats are
one-quarter inch steel and can repel a 7.62
millimeter machine gun bullet. Other features include a transmission which can run without fluid for
a short time if the line is damaged,and the tail rotor
casing can absorb a hit from a 23-millimeter shell.
Capt. Chuck Stevenson of MSU's ROTC program
said the main reason for the Blackhawk's visit was
to get students interested in military science during
the school's pre-registration. He said there was a
good turnout and he hoped to have other helicopters
from Campbell visit Cutchin field for similar
demonstrations.
Anyone who completes the ROTC program is
eligible for flight school if they pass the flight exam,
which is given at the school. Flight training consists
of a nine-month course at Ft. Rucker, Ala.

Reagan unveils tax program
By JAMES GE FtSTENZANG
Associated.Press Writer
WASHINGTON AP) — President Reagan, declaring that
"working Americans are overtaxed and underappreciated," unveiled a program today that would let
most parents claim tax credits to
help send their children to private
schools.
The only ones left out would be
those making more than $75,000 a
year.
Taking a step administration officials acknowledged was intended to boost Reagan's standing
with lower- and middle-income
parents who send their children to
parochial schools, the president
said:
"I have come to propose a tuition tax credit for parents who
bear the double burden of public
and private school costs."
Reagan was flying to Chiiago
this morning to disclose the plan
in a speech to the National
Catholic Educational Association,
which represents 10,000 Roman
Catholic schools.
Reagan released the text of his
plan in Washington before his

departure for Chicago. It would let
who it's aimed at. It's good
parents claim federal income tax
politics, very good politics."
credits of up to 50 percent of tui- - But he said Senate Finance
tion paid for each child in private
Committee Chairman Robert
elementary or secondary school. Dole, R-Kan., and Senate Budget
There would be a ceiling of $100 in
Committee Chairman Pete 'V.
1983, $300 in 1984 and $500 in 1985.
Domenici, R-N.M., might balk
The full credit would be
because the plan could increase
available for families with in- the federal eficit.
comes up to $50,000. A partial
And others in Congress and
credit would be available for elsewhere have said that the profamilies with incomes as high as gram is being proposed too late to
$75,000.
win passage this year.
One official, requesting
Even before the president
anonymity, said the program, disclosed the plan, it drew
which will be sent to Congress criticism. _
Paul B. Salmon, executive
later this spring, would be a help
to lower income families struggl- director of the American Associaing to send children to private tion of School Administrators,
said it "would undermine the
schools.
"The one area the administra- public schools" of the nation, and
tion needs help with is the blue- stated: "Picking the pockets of
collar voters, the Irish, Italian, our public schools- would be
and Polish Catholics in Detroit counter-productive."
and Chicago," he said, adding that
"they may not have a job, but
they'll send their kids to Catholic
schools."
"They're Democrats, but con.
servative Democrats, a constituency the president owned (in the
1980 election) and has to hold on to
now," the official said. "That's

Art festival plans made

-

Plans for the first city-county
arts and crafts festival, tentatively set for Sept. 25-26 at the
Murray-Calloway County Park,
were presented to the park board
Tuesday by Pat Kiesow,chairman
of the committee.
The festival will be similar to
the one at Land Between The
Lakes. According to parks director Gary Hohman, it is planned to
make the festival an annual event.
Board members currently are
screening applications for a pool
manager. Duties of the Position include overseeing the pool complex
and guards and the scheduling of
events. The position will be filled
prior to the May meeting,
Hohman said. The pool is scheduled to open June 1.
Joe II I.awrence was named
HI aintenance format' of the park.

The second annual park season
opening will be at 7 p.m. May 10.
Representatives from all groups
utilizing park facilities will be on
hand. Entertainment will be provided by The Community Chorus.
Board members voted to change
their meeting time to 6 p.m. on the
third Thursday of each month.

Planning group
to have meeting
The Murray Planning Commission willmeet at 7 p.m. Tuesday in
the Connell Chambers of Murray
City Hall.
Items on the agenda include
Ellis rezoning request hearing and
discussion on an energy grant, according to Steve Zea, city pla n ner.

The much-acclaimed Gregg
Smith Singers will appear here in
concert on April 26, 1982 at Lovett
Auditorium at 8 p.m., under the
sponsorship of Murray Civic
Music Association.
The youthful mixed chorus,
celebrating its 25th anniversary,
is at the forefront of the world's
great choral groups and is at present the most recorded classical
vocal ensemble anywhere, with Smith remembers,"but our group
more than 50 albums. The Singers felt there was enormous value to
are noted for their remarkable Schoenberg's music, and that the
discipline and ensemble sound
preparation and discipline reand are also acclaimed as quired would be good training for
pioneers in imaginative program- doing other contemporary comming and in the presentation of posers' works in the future." Ten
new music.
months later, the M.E.C. audience
Composers as well as critics heard the results, and the Los
have lauded them, and Igor Angeles Times described the perStravinsky, Samuel Barber, and formance as a "stand-out." The
Aaron Copland are among those versatile chorus followed the
who have applauded the group. Ir- Schoenberg work with a Bach
ving Kolodin wrote, in The Satur- motet, establishing a tradition of
day Review, "Gregg Smith im- "contrast" programming that
presses me as the best new man in still characterizes its concert apthe ( choral ) field since Robert pearances.
Shaw." And the monthly Music
That same year the Gregg
Journal labels the Gregg Smith Smith Singers took their first step
Singers as -the best choral toward international recognition
ensemble in the country." Their
with a European tour that began
recordings have won awards from
with their participation in a
Hi-Fi and Stereo magazines, as centuries-old choral folk-singing
well as the Montreux Interna- competition in Wales. They actional Recording Award. And the cepted invitations to sing at the
Singers are three-time winners of Brussels World Fair and in other
the industry's own super- European centers. So 25 young
prestigious Grammy.
students, musicians, and comIt all began in 1955 when Gregg posers piled into a chartered bus
Smith, then a graduate teaching headed for New York, stopping en
assistant in the Music Department-- route to perform in such places as
of the University of California's Zion National Park in Utah;
Los Angeles campus, organized a David City, Nebraska; and
group of talented students and
Chicago. Then they left for London
young professionals interested in and, over a six week period, gave
singing both new and rarely- concerts in Wales, France, Italy,
performed older music. The pro- .Germany,Austria, and Belgium.
ject began to attract support from
The Singers returned to Los
composers and other musicians in
Angeles and soon came to the at.Southern California.
their ten-year association with the
In 1958, the director of Los distinguished maestro in 1959, at
Angeles' prestigious Monday the Los Angeles Music Festival,
Evening Concerts, Lawrence Mor- and the next year, the chorus
ton, invited the group to perform
recorded Stravinsky's Mass for
Schoenberg's Opus 27 (Four Columbia Records.
Pieces for Mixed Chorus), a work Columbia Records.
that had been scheduled several
In 1961, the Singers again crosstimes previously but never ed the nation and the Atlantic, this
presented because of its complexi- time to participate in three of
ty. "Actually, Mr.d Morton ex- Nurope's most famous music
pected us to turn him down," festivals. A concert in Edinburgh,

where the group presented the
world premieres of works by Britten, Kodaly, and Poulenc, was
hailed by the Glasgow Herald
"without doubt one of the great
events in this year's Edinburgh
Festival." The director of Germany's festival, Wolfgang
Steineke called the Gregg Smith
Singers "the best of America."
And in Saizburg, composer Carl
Orff, who almost never attends
concerts, came to the Mozarteum
to hear the group and, in astonished delight, kept repeating,"Splendid! Splendid!"
A Time Magazine article on the
tour brought the Singers to the attention of Kenneth Allen, an
established American concert impresario. Allen, who earlier had
been instrumental in launching
the Roger Wagner Chorale, signed
the group to a long-term contract.
As the Singers move into the
80's, they will not only continue to
influence the music world with
their national and international
touring but also with their plans
for recording both historical and
contemporary American music.
"One thing that people don't
realize," Smith points out, "is that
though we have a reputation for
performing contemporary music,
we have a tremendous range of
repertoire. For instance we've
recorded more Gabrieli and
Heinrich Schutz than any other
choir in the world. The Singers
were the first group to perform a
great deal of our great
Revolutionary-era composer
William Billings, and our America
Sings series covers as much
historical American music as it
does contemporary pieces.
"Some people find it hard to
believe.," &Mall- centinues, "that
among all these other things,
we've now embarked on a fiveyear recording contract centered
artrund the musicals of Victor
Herbert. But I relish the idea of
fighting the all-too-contemporary
habit* pigeon-holing a person. I
love all kinds of music and will do
my best to keep from being denied
the rich experiences with any kind
of music."

Tax deadline appears
By JIM LUTHER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The scene will be come
monplace tonight: A weary American rushes to the
Post Office, drops an envelope into a collection box
and breathes a sigh of relief. Once again, Mr. and
Ms. Taxpayer will have settled accounts with Uncle
Sam.
Midnight tonight is the deadline for almost all
couples and individuals to file their federal incometax returns. If the past is any guide, perhaps 10
million or more of them will wait until the last
minute to complete the chore, creating monumental traffic jams around many metropolitan Post Offices.
As a rule, 20 million to 22 million returns are filed
on April 13-15 each year. Although 2 million more
returns, a total of 96 million, are expected this year,
the number filed through April 9 was 62.8 million, or
almost 1 million fewer than at the same time in
1981.
While tonight marks the close of the 1981 taxpaying year for most Americans, it will be May 5 before
the average worker earns enough to pay federal,
state and local taxes for 1982, according to the Tax
Foundation.
The Washington-based research organization,
says this year's "Tax Freedom Day" will come one
day earlier than in 1981, due to the reduction in individuals'federal income taxes enacted last year.
That marks a reversal of a long-time trend that
saw the date gradually become later each year. In
1930, the red-letter date was Feb. 14. It reached

March 9 in 1940; April 4 in 1950; April 18 in 1960;
April 2,8 in 1970 and May 4 in 1980.
"Tax Freedom Day" is the date on which the
average worker would have earned enough to
square things with the tax collector if every dollar
earned since Jan. 1 had been earmarked for that
purpose.
In any given year, seven of every nine taxpayers
get a refund. On returns processed so far this year,
refunds are averaging $704, compared with $636
during the same period last year.
Not all the letters mailed tonight to the Internal
Revenue Service will be tax returns. Because they
can't locate records and other necessary papers,
many taxpayers will be unable to meet the filing
deadline and will ask for an extension.
A 60-day extension is automatically given a taxpayer who files a Form 4868 requesting it. But that
form must be postmarked before midnight, and the
extension just gives a taxpayer more time to file the
Form 1040 return — it does not extend the time for
paying taxes.
This means a person requesting the 60-day extension must include with Form 4868 a check for the
estimated amount of taxes owed.
Failure to file a tax return — or an extension request with a payment of estimated taxes owed — by
midnight will subject a taxpayer to a civil penalty
of 5 percent of taxes owed for each month that the
return is late. This penalty may total up to 25 percent of taxes owed. There is a criminal penalty of up
to a year in prison and a $10,000 fine for failure to
file.
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Assassins
executed

CAIRO, Egypt (AP) — Five
Moslem fanatics were executed in
succession at dawn today at a
remote army base for the
assassination of President Anwar
Sadat, military legal officials
reported.
Two army men died before a firing squad, and three civilians
were hanged within hours after
Sadat's successor, President
Hosni Mubarak, rejected a plea,
for mercy, the officials said.
Lt. K haled Ahmed Shawki el'Islambouly, who admitted leading
the attack on Sadat during a
military parade last Oct. 6, and
Hussein Abbas Mohammed, a
sergeant in the army reserve,
-.4•11
Oars
a eV
11&,4111M111:4
,
were shot.
ROSIN RIDGE'S LAST: In 1938, the Rosin Ridge School between Coldwater and Farmington was conAbdel-Hamid Abdel-Aal, Atte
solidated with Farmington and Kirksey. Mrs. Mae Darnell Harris was the teacher that-one school year, 1937- Tayel and Abdel-Salam Farrag
38, and these were the students: Front row, left,to right, Freeman Glass, Kathleen Tidwell, T. C. Hargrove, Attey were,hanggt.because they
LWv Frances,psbron, Tellus Hargrove, June Harrison, Joe Pat Glass and Vivian Osborn. Second row,from
were civilians. •
_
the left, Jo Ann Harrison, Roy David Pea, Wiry Prances Marii, Hugh Gray Fuqua, Mrs. Harris, Kathrine
The sources.'Who asked that
Sue Hill, Wendel Cox, Hilda Tidwell and Alton Hargrove. Third row,from the left; Alice Enoch, Charles liar- they not be identified by name,
risen, Clara Pea, Cody'lldwell, Erma Lou Enoch, Flavie Glass, Christine Tidwell, J. V. Pea and Mary Jane said the executions began at 5:30
Carroll. flack row, from the left: J. T. Tidwell, Dahlia Hargrove, Ned Harrison, Josephine Glass, Eugene a.m., and the last of the five died
Enoch, Eva Pearl Ilargrove, Cloys Liman Osborn, Nell Gwynn Cox, Claude Hill, Sue Glass and Darrell at 7 a.m. They refused to give the
Hargrove.(See related story on Page 3)
location of the base
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by nt.c. garrott

garrott's galley

Consumers
should know
rule of78s

Peach cobbler and fried apple pies
sweeten her teaching years memories
Mrs. Harris had earned eight
credits toward her much sought-after
high school teaching certificate at
the new Murray State Normal School
when she decided to take the examination required for a two-year
teaching certificate. Borrowing a
dollar from her father with which to
pay the fee, she took and easily passed the test.
In fact, she passed it so easily her
confidence was buoyed to such an extent she made up her mind to go right
on after the four-year certificate.
Back to her father she went to borrow
another dollar so she could take that
examination, too. It also was passed
easily, so she had accomplished them
both within one year.
The late R.E. Broach, who later
became the legendary business
manager of the new, emerging Murray State Normal School, was
superintendent of the Calloway County schools at the time. It was he who
gave her her first teaching job. It was
at the one-room Rosin Ridge School
at $50 a month for a seven-month
term. Still standing, the old school is
located between Coldwater and Farmington.
•••
Mrs. Harris taught at Rosin Ridge
for one year before moving on to a
better paying job at the one-room
Fairview School in Washington County in Central Kentucky. She taught
the eighth grade there until 1929. A
cousin, Chetti Darnell, was teaching
at nearby Tatum Springs at the time,
which was a major factor in her venturing that far from her native
Calloway County.
All this time, though,she cOntinued
to work — off and on and whenever
she could come up with the time and
money — toward that lifetime
teaching certificate at Murray State.
She had received her high school
diploma in 1925, and in 1928, she
returned to Calloway County to

Consumer Alert:
From The Attorney General's Office
"When you borrow money from a bank or other
lending institution, you usually arrange to repay the
loan with interest by a certain date in a specified
number of equal payments,"says Attorney General
Steven L. Beshear. "The creditor normally views
the transaction as an investment which will earn
him a return in the form of interest. Obviously,this
investment is largest at the beginning of the debt
and gradually decreases as you pay the agreed installments."
If you decide to repay the loan earlier than
originally planned, you may find the balance due is
higher than you anticipated. Perhaps you thought
the interest on the amount borrowed was divided
evenly over the number of payments you agreed to
make. This is not the way creditors compute in'
terest, however.
Suppose you agree to repay a loan in 12 monthly
installments. Since the outstanding debt is 12 times
greater in the first month than in the final month,
the creditor earns 12 times as much interest in the
first month as in the final month; 11 times as much
in the second month; 10 times as much in the third
month,and so on. This is known as"The Rule of the
78s". It got its name from adding the digits
representing the 12 months of the year. The sum,78,
is the total number of interest parts in a 12-month
installment loan.
According to Beshear, "The Truth in Lending
Law requires creditors to disclose how interest will
be computed if you pay the debt in full before
maturity. You should look -for the repayment
disclosure before you sign a loan agreement. Ask
for an explanation of anything that you do not
understand. If you want to know how 'The Rule of
the 78s' is calculated, contact my consumer protection division, and we will be glad to send you a formula which you can appiy to your installment
agreement."
If you have a consumer complaint or dire information on a consumer question, please write to
the state attorney general's Consumer Protection
Division, 209 St. Clair St., Frankfort, Ky. 40601, or
call the free consumerhotline,1-800-432-9257.

thoughts in season
•
By Ken Wolf
Are you in a cynical mood today, grumpy about
the weather, energy costs, the federal deficit — or
just your own personal one?
Since psychologists and others sometimes tell us
that it is healthy to "go with" or even "get into" our
moods as a means of overcoming them, perhaps
this little ditty from the fourth-century Greek poet
Palladas will help you enjoy your cynical moment:
The world's a stage and life's a toy:
Dress up and play your part;
Put every serious thought away—
Or risk a broken heart.

looking back
Ten years ago
• An aerial view of Murray High-Murray Vocational School complex on Doran Road was published. The photograph was by Wilson Woolley.
Finis Griffith and L.M. Holloway were serving as
project co-chairmen for Murray Lions Club Annual
Mop and Broom Sale April 25.
• Twenty years ago
Pvt. Thomas D. McNeely, son of Mr. and Mrs.
A.C. McNeely of Lynn Grove, had been assigned to
Cocnpany E, 398th Regiment, 100th Division, Fort
Chaffee, Ark.
Cheryl Stubblefield presided at New Concord 4-H
Club Community Rally April 13 at the school.
Thirty years ago
speaker at fifth annual dinner
was
Ellis
Holmes
of Hazel Alumni Association. New officers elected
were Calvin Key, Betty Milstead Strader and Nelle
Walker.
Mrs. Goldia McKeel Curd of Murray was to
preside at spring convention of Supreme Forest
'
Woodmen Circle April 18 at Bowling Green.

This is the second column of a twopart series dealing with the 43-year
teaching career of Mrs. Mae Harris,
now 85 and a resident of Southside
Mannor here in Murray. MCG
become the teacher in the same
school where she had gone as a
youngster, Chunn.
Her tenure there was brief,
however, because the year she
taught turned out to be the old
school's final one as its area was consolidated with that of the Lynn Grove
school.
By then, she had completed two
years of college work at Murray
State and was awarded her much
sought-after lifetime certificate, but
she was out of a job.
"There I was,"she recalls,"with a
lifetime teaching certificate and a
young son ready for high-school but
with njob,and you know how rough
things got about that time."
•••

Aware of her circumstances and in
admiration of her unwavering determination to become a full-fledged
teacher, Dr. Rainey T. Wells, who
was president of the college at the
time, called her to his office one day.
He knew she needed a job and asked if she needed one badly enough to
go where he could get one for her. Of
course,she replied.
There was a need for a fifth and
sixth grade teacher at Guthrie on the
Kentucky-Tennessee line in Todd
County, Dr. Wells told her. The
superintendent, J.O. Finley, would
come to the campus and interview
her.
She got the job, and she and
Preston went to Guthrie, famous for
its junction of L dr N Railroad tracks.
For a while, they lived in the old hotel
at the train station, but eventually
found rooms in a home two miles out
in the country.

With no car or regular, dependable
transportation,she often rode to town
and back on the bar of Preston's bicycle.
Had my family not moved from
Guthrie in the summer of 1928, she
would have been my sixth grade
teacher. I would have been in the
fifth grade at the Guthrie school in
the fall of 1928 had my dad, going into
the insurance business at the time,
not moved our family westward
across the rivers to Mayfield.
Naturally, we remember a lot of
the same people. My first-grade
teacher, who passed away only a couple .years ago, was well known to
Mrs. Harris.
•••
Mrs. Harris taught at Guthrie -for a
few years before returning to
Calloway County in 1935, and, with
the help of a federally-funded campus job, went to school at what by
then was Murray State Teachers College through the spring of 1937.
Preston became a senior at the old
Murray State Teachers College
Training School, from which he
graduated in 1936.
In.the fall 0 1937, as fate would
have it, Mrs. Harris returned to the
scene of her first teaching job — the
one-room Rosin Ridge school.
She was there only one year,
though, before it, too, was closed
because of consolidation of its pupil
area. "Some of the children went to
Farmington and some to Kirksey,"
she recalls.
(A Picture of Mrs. Harris with the
entire Rosin Ridge student body the
year the school was consolidated appears on Page 2).
It is interesting to note, she points
out, that she was teaching at the
school where she first started to
school — Chunn — when it was
discontinued because of consolidation, and also was teaching at the
school where she taught for the first

soothing title you fancy to cool the
Great moments in history were acpeople, but underneath the volcanic
cidental time frames when man's
ash of calm burns the redhot coals of
finest hours surfaced through unexdespair searing the tranquility and
pected urgencies with surprise that
economic wellbeing of everyone of us
marks great whales at a blowing mohere in Calloway County. Too, the
ment. An enduring legacy which
apocalyptic possibility of a nuclear
would mark Prime Minister
holocaust is being introduced, faint
Margaret Thatcher as one of the imis
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it might be.
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mortal
But don't give up hope to a sane
within her grasp this very moment
resolution. Now back into the
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s into a destructive war of
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This time frame in history whereby
de to drag the major
magnitu
enough
settle
could
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should
great powers
powers of the world into conflict.
an impending conflict through the
Should the two confronting powers go
use of reason over a conference table
to war they will follow a historic
as a substitute to horrible resolution
pattern of waging national conflict to
on the battlefield or the high seas is
resolve political and economic conhave
ations
confront
Lesser
stake.
at
within their own borders.
is
flicts
this
been settled by arbitration, but
circumstances: Argentina
The
face
the
rattling
r
thumpe
the stump
military occupation the
by
seized
of the earth. This is the one that can
in the South Pacific
d
Islands
Falklan
ion
civilizat
current
of
turn the tide
which has been under the jurisdiction
that dangles the bait of arbitration in
of England for. the last 120 years lies
preference to war, offered the most
400 miles off the east coast of Argenpart by the good offices of the United
tina. The islands were first
Nations to settle national differences.
occathe
discovered and claimed by Holland,
to
rise
r
Thatche
Mrs.
Will
ceded to England in the early years
sion to grasp the symbol of immorto
of colonization, transferred to Argenus
permit
tality? It is doubtful, but
tina (Spain) for 10 years, recaptured
'review the circumstances.
by England which peopled the
ion
depress
a
The world is in
significantly comparable to the , islands with English and Scottish
farmers and traders. Argentinians
Great Depression, deeply affecting
comto the islands sovereignty is -the
claim
and
world
free
both the
r
spurious, not in conformity with inmunistic world. Give it whateve

ternational law, nor with racial,
religious, ethnic or cultural customs.
What has caused Argentina to take
such drastic action: This South
American nation has been in political
chaos for the past 30 years and
recently reflecting rapid deterioration under the rigid control of
military tyrants. Thousands have
been executed in political reprisals.
Further, the prospects of a giant bed
of oil underlying the Falklands no
doubt has spurred Argentina to take
the islands by force while the world
was undergoing economic woes. The
military junta of Argentina recently
made overtures to the U. S. government in our country's effort to
stabilize Caribbean governments,
thus anticipating the United States as
a friendly neighbor. Argentina has
been one the political troublesome
spots of the Americas; never has
been a loyal friend of this nation until
the present administration, and has
been one of the worst offenders of
human rights existent in the world.
Great Britain has the military
might to rapidly destroy the prevailing government of Argentina within
weeks. Its mighty fleet of atomic
subs blockaded the islands Monday
evening While Britain's surface fleet
steams to the battle zone now approximately half way to the Falklands.
Also, world opinion supports England
in her military defense. including the
European Common Market nations,
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I enjoy meeting and getting to
know people like Mrs. Harris, and,
having worked at Murray State, particularly our early day school
teachers. They did so much with and
for so little, and so many of them
taught out their careers only to live
•
out their lives in obscurity.
But, this hasn't been the case with
Mrs. Hlyris.
She has a group picture of almost
every student body or class she has
taught, and listed on the backs are the neatly-printed names. She works
at keeping up with them and can tell
you where most of them are and what
they are doing today.
Frequently,one will come by to see
her,. to check on her and to laugh
about "the good old days,'2 and when
they do, generally, there is a peach
cobbler in the oven or a plate of fried
apple pies on the table to nibble on.
"They never get too old to enjoy
something sweet to eat," she chuckled.

the United Nations and others.
Nothing could prevent England from
expeditiously reclaiming the islands
and bringing Argentina to her knees
should war occur. That however,
would be a great tragedy in the loss
of human lives.
The alternative to war rests in the
statesmanship of Mrs. Thatcher. She
has the capacity through her government to win hands down.Since World
War II there has been a civilizing
capacity to resolve national
grievances through negotiations, but
never a landmark decision that
would mark peaceful settlement of
differences involving major nations. This could be the one, providing Mrs. Thatcher and her
government conclude to establish a
peaceful landmark in world affairs.
The prospects: Not too encouraging. If she leads her nation into a
negotiated settlement rather than a
battlefield decision she will probably
be removed from office. Does the lust
for political power and continuing in
office justify the slaughter of untold
number of her subjects as well as the
lives of thousands in Argentina?
Does the cry of a nationalistic mob in
the streets need to stifle reason and
intelligence for a peaceful' settlement? Strange interpretation for
honor, justice, dignity, rights that it
has to be siphoned through a
hypocritical filter of blood. We pray
Mrs. Thatcher will have the vision of
a King Arthur at the Roundtable in
these critical hours, a moment when
she could embellish the English race
with another great Bill of Rights.
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The next year, 1938, she became •
the first grade teacher at Farmington, where she taught more than
three generations of youngsters,
many of whom went on to distinctive
professional and business careers,
until she retired in 1966.
Until about a year ago, she lived
quietly and happily in her Browns
Grove home, raising gardens and
tending to her flowers, but then it was
felt that, because of her age, it would
be better for her to move to Murray.
So,the place was sold and she moved to her present Southside Manor
apartment, surrounded by mountains of her pictures, scrapbooks and
mementos of her years in the
classroom.
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time — Rosin Ridge — when it, too,
was discontinued for the same
reason.
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Baker-Hale wedding planned June 25
Mrs. Bettye flaker of
Murray announces the
engagement and' forthcoming marriage of her
-daughter, Kimber
LeAnn, to Jimmy Joe
Hale, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Dwayne Hale of Kirksey.
The bride-elect is the
granddaughter of Mrs.
Effie Kemp of Fulton,
Miss., and the late James
Thomas Kemp. Her
great-grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence I.
Horton of Murray.
Miss Baker will be a
1982 graduate of
Calloway County High
School.
The groom-elect is the
grandson of Mrs. Virginia
Hale and the late Coy L.
Hale and of Mr. and Mrs.
Hubert Bazzell, all of
Murray.
Mr. Hale is a 1979
graduate of Calloway
County High School. He is
a self-employed farmer.
The wedding vows will
be exchanged Friday,
June 25, at 7:30 p.m. at
the First United
Methodist Chtirch, Murray. A reception will
follow in the social hall of
the church.
All friends and
relatives are invited to at*lend the wedding and..the.
reception. Only out-oftown invitations will be
sent.

plants to the turf if your lawn
looks sparse or has bare patches.
Use a precision spreader for
economy and best results, and the
same day apply a fertilizer that's
specifically designed to get the
seedlings off to a strong start.
•••

Rainey3
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datebook
Ashley Michelle Dunn born

er
ICimber LeAnn
to wed Jimmy Joe Hale

PLANNING
TO MARRY?
Readers are reminded The Murray Ledger &
Times has adopted a deadline for publishing wedding reports.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Dunn,506 Lynnwood,announce
All wedding accounts, whether with a photo or
the birth of a daughter, Ashley Michelle, weighing
not, should be delivered within two weeks of the
six pounds 12 ounces, measuring 20 inches, born
ceremony. Information delivered to the newspaper
Saturday, April 3,at 2:50 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
office more than 30 days after the ceremony can not
County Hospital.
be accepted.
The father owns Holland Drugs. The mother is a
Forms outlining all pertinent information needed
for a -wedding---article• are --available—at the —registered nurseatthelocalhospital.Grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs.Bub Dunn, 506 Broad, Murray,
newspaper office, 106 N.4th St.
and Mr.and Mrs. gen Fuqua,Rt. 1,Farmington.

_
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looking at girls who have
what I don't have. When I
see full-bosomed women
on TV, in the movies or in
magazines, I feel cheated
and inadequate. It's
depressing.
I don't even care to
have sex with my husband anymore. He keeps
telling me that breasts
don't make that much dif-

MURRAY

7:15 -I- 11:50 Fri.,Sat.

Here are two delicious new
recipes.
Eye of the Round
Place an Eye of the Round in a
browning bag with one Lipton
Onion Soup and % cup champagne
7 mm. per pound. Cook in a Micro
Wave Oven 3/2 time on High 34
time on roast.

by Rainey Apperson
Are you worried about your ple, who suggest the following
shrubbery around your house and. steps for spring lawn care:
patio — well you have reason to
1. Rake up winter's leftovers —
worry. Many many residents in the matted tree leaves that can
our area have lost several of their smother the grass plants, and the
prize pieces. Southern Living says other miscellaneous twigs, sticks
•••
you should not dig up or cut back and debris.
your sick shrubbery until the last
"Better Than Sex Cake"
2. Pick a pleasant outdoor day
of this month. In other words, give and mow off the top inch or so of
1 yellow cake mix
it a chance to come out. It seems the grass. This will stimulate earI pkg. instant vanilla pudding
the reason this past winter was so ly green-up by allowing more sun1 small carton sour cream
hard on all of our shrubs was the shine to reach the grass plant's
44 cup water
cold cold wind chill factor. crown.
44 cup oil
Remember that???
3. Fertilize early. Unless you ap3 eggs
Lawn Experts Offers This
plied fertilizer after growth stopShave one German Chocolate
Spring Checklist.
ped last fall, your lawn has bar in the cake mixture along with
An earlier start usually means a awakened hungry and needs to be 6 oz. package of chocolate chips.
better lawn, say agronomists at fed.
Bake in a bundt pan for 50
O.M. Scott & Sons, the lawn peo4. Overseed to add new grass minutes at 350 degrees.

Civitans to meet tonight
Murray Civitan Club will meet tonight (Thursday) at 7 p.m. at Big Joe's Restaurant. The program on "Summary of Special Education in Kentucky" will be presented by Mrs. Billie Downing.

Woman unhappy with body; epilepsy discussed
DEAR ABBY: I'm 32,
happily married to a
wonderful man, but
something has been
troubling me ever since I
was a young woman. I
have no breasts. My husband says I am fine the
way I am, but I'm not
happy with myself.
I get very jealous every
time I see my husband

Times

Rox Office Opens 6:45
9:10 Only
You're never
too young to
learn the
score.

ference to a man, but I
think he just says that to
make me feel better.
Please don't send me to
a shrink to learn how to
"accept" myself as I am.
I never will. I'm not too
crazy about the idea of
getting an operation, but
I will if I have to. I've
tried all those crea
and exercisers I've en
advertised, and hey
don't work for me.
I guess what I teally
want to know,Dear Abby,
is just how important are
breasts to a man?. I'm
sure you hear a lot of men
'expressing themselves on
this subject.
DEPRESSED
DEAR DEPRESSED:
How you feel about
yourself is more important than how men feel
about breasts. But for the
record, an overwhelming
number of men have written to say that breasts-(or
the absence of same)
don't make one whit of
difference to them, so if
you're considering
augmentation surgery,
do it for yourself — not

.your husband..
DEAR ABBY: When I
read the letter signed
"Midnight Boxer," I
knew I had to write. (He
was the 20-year-old who
woke up one morning
with a black eye and a
bruised jaw and didn't
know how it happened.)
The same thing happened to me. I also
"fought" in my sleep.
Once I woke up with blood
on my pillow and teeth so
loose I couldn't eat solids
for days. Another time I
fell out of bed and broke
my nose.
I was soon to learn that
.I was having grand mal
seizures — symptoms of
epilepsy. (I never had
any seizures during the
daytime.)
Fortunately, most
seizures can be controlled
by medication, and now a
person can live a normal
life with epilepsy. "Night
Boxer" — or anyone else
who "fights" in his sleep
— should see a
neurologist.
BEEN THERE

DEAR BEEN THERE
Fortunately, epilepsy, a
once feared and
misunderstood condition,
has come out of the closet
in recent years. Anyone
wanting more information about it should write
to: The Epilepsy Fo
tion of -America, 828
St., N.W., Washington,
D.C. 20036. Please
enclose a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope,
as this is a non-profit
organization.
•••
DEAR ABBY: This is
in response to the swinging bachelor signed
"Harvey" who wanted to
meet a nice woman he
could date for "a few
laughs" — but no commitments.
You told him to take a
hyena to lunch.
Well, I'm an attractive
40-year-old divorcee who
looks about 30. I am a
very successful, professional real estate
salesperson and appraiser. Most of the
males I date either want
to get married so I can
•
Ends Tonite•7:00,9:10
On Golden Pond(PG)

DIAMOND SOLITAIRE SALE

entecky Fried Movie(R
— Plus —
Ai
(PG)

SAVE
30
to
50%
ON SCORES OF BLAZING,

C••-rral C • '53 351.4

BONDED SOLITAIRES!

THIS MONTH ONLY
ALL OUR SOLITAIRES ARE
30 to 50 % OFFI

Whist happened
to him should
happen
10 you.

LAYAWAY
NOW FOR
MOTHER'S DAY

By Abigail Von Buren
support them, or start a
relationship to pick my
brain.
Frankly, it would be
refreshing to go out with
a man who wanted to enjoy my company, have a
-few laughs and no commitments.
I'd love to be the
"hyena" he'd take to
lunch.
NO COMMITMENTS
IN PONTIAC,MICH.
•••
"The Best of Dear Abby," featuring the best
answers and favorite
responses during the past
25 years, is now
available. You can obtain
a copy of this new bestselling book by sending
$9.95 plus $1 for postage
and handling to "The
Best of Dear Abby," in
care of this newspaper,
4400 Johnson Drive, Fairway, Kan. 66205. Make
checks payable to
Universal Press
Syndicate.
The average charge for
a hospital semi-private
room rose nearly 6 percent in six months, according to the Health Insurance Association of
merica.

Annual Calloway Dairy Day will be Wednesday,
April 21, from 8 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. at Murray State
University Dairy Farm. The event will be sponsored by Dairy Wives Homemakers Club, Calloway
County Dairy Farmers, American Milk Products
Association,and Dairymen,Inc.
Children from kindergarten and all third graders
in Calloway County and the Exceptional Class at
MSU will be present. Purpose of the day is to help
acquaint children to the process of producing milk
on the dairy farm and how the milk gets to the
grocery store.

Edwards dismissed
Bill Edwards of Dexter recently has been
dismissed from Marshall County Hospital, Benton.

Episcopal women to meet
St. John's Episcopal Church Women will have a
salad supper tonight (Thursday) at the home of
Leslie Welker. A car pool will leave from the church
at 6:30 p.m. Topics to be discussed include the rummage sale in May,the Harvest Fair 1983 and other
items. All women of the church are invited and for
information call Mary Shore 753-3381.

Covey dismissed
Gary Covey of Murray recently has been dismissed from Lourdes Hospital,Paducah.

Hornbuckle graduates
Chuck Hornbuckle, son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Hornbuckle, 1517 Dudley Drive, recently has
graduated with high honors with a bachelor of
science degree in administrative management
from University of Tennessee at Martin. While at
UTM he was an officer of the Student Government
Association and a member of Alpha Kappa Psi
'business fraternity.
He is a member of Phi Kappa Phi and Phi Eta
Sigma honor societies and was recently selected for
"Who's Who Among Students in American Colleges
and Universities. Mr. Hornbuckle is employed by
NCR Corp., Memphis, as a graduate systems
engineer and will be working throughout West Tennessee designing computer systems for financial in• utions

After Easter
Customer

Appreciation Sale

CHARGE IT!

E

Ends Tonite•7:00.900
Silent Rego (It)
STARTS TOMORROW

Keg. $36(0.00 To $2,000.00
Now S19900 to $1,29500
Sore-Big

Dairy day to be April 21

Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.

20%OFF
Store'wide

Buy Now...

AWAY

NOW FOR
MOTHERS DAY

'Keepsake ExcIuded
APPLY NOW FOR OtiR NEW GOLD CREDIT CARD*

M on

Thurs 9 6 Fri 9 8 Sot 9 6
Challesn

JUST COME IN OR CALI:753-7695
AND WE'LL MAIL YOU AN APPLICATION

BEL AIR CENTER MURRAY
Open Daily -10-6

.W.WEIT.16

-

11:40•Adoh
Enterteionent
-11 or Over OW
Late Show Ada. 3.00

FasArons

8.47he S'teft ...eaddetA ,f Stwsppoig
71.9
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Mansfield-Proffitt wedding June 4
Mr. and Mrs. Paul R.
Mansfield of Murray announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Dana Rhea,to David Ray
Proffitt, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Dehnas Proffitt of
ow.
s Mansfield is the
granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Pat Rowland of
Murray and the late Mr.
and Mrs. Noah Mansfield
of Hickman.
The bride-elect, a 1979
graduate of Murray High
School, currently is attending Murray State
University where she is a
member of Alpha Gamma Delta Sorority.
Mr. Proffitt's grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Veach of Fountain Run and Mrs. Ola
Proffitt and the late Radford Proffitt of Scottsville.
The groom-elect, a 1976
graduate of Barren County High School, is a 1981
graduate of University of
Kentucky College of Architecture. While at UK
he was a member of Farmhouse fraternity. He is
employed by Bill G.
Finley — Architect of
Bowling Green.
The wedding wll be Friday, June 4, at 7:30 p.m.
at First Baptist Church,
Murray.
All friends and
rektives are invited to attend-. Only out-of-town in-vitations will be sent.

Coming community events listed
Thursday,April 15
Clarks River Chapter
of Demolay will meet at
7:30 p.m. at Masonic
Lodge, 369 East Broadway, Mayfield. For information call Bill
Zambella,759-1104.
Twin Lakers Antique
Car Club will meet at 7
p.m. at Gateway
Restaurant,Draffenville.

s

Temple Hill Chapter
No. 511 Order of Eastern
Star will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
Murray Women of
Moose will have dancercise class at 6 p.m. at
lodge hall.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at Ellis
Center.
Hazel Woman's Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Hazel Community
Center.
Business and Professional Women's Club will
meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Golden Corral
Steakhouse.
Carol Poe Group of
First Baptist Church
Women will meet with
Cathy Mathis at 7 p.m.

Thursday,April 15
• Friday,April 16
St. John's Episcopal
First general memberChurch Women will meet
ship meeting of
with Leslie Welker at 7:30 Associates of Murray
p.m.
State University
Libraries will meet at
Shower for Tommy and
7:30 p.m. at Pogue
Mary Jo Mitchell who lost
Library, MSU.
their home and contents
by fire will be from 6 to 9
Hazel and Douglas
p.m. at Brooks Chapel Centers will be open from
United Methodist Church. 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
Murray State UniversiFire Mountain Country
ty Symphony Orchestra,
Neale B. Mason, con- Band will present a productor, will present a con- gram at8 p.m. in Univercert at 8 p.m. in Lovett sity Center, Murray State
auditorium. No admis- University. No admission
sion will be charged.
will be charged.
--Saturday,April 17
Friday,April 16
Chapter M of P.E.O.
Twin Lakers Good Sam
Camping Club will meet Sisterhood will meet at
at Kentucky Dam State noon at home of Mrs.
Park. A potluck will be Jack Vincent, Mayfield.
served Saturday at 6 p.m.
Plant sale Will be from
at campsite of Ned and
8 a.m. to 3 p.m. by Senior
Beth Wilson.
Citizens at greenhouse,
Annual Juried Student located behind St. John's
Exhibition will open at 7 Episcopal Church.
p.m. at Clara M. Eagle
Alcoholics Anonymous
Art Gallery, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State and Alanon will meet at 8
University. The show will p.m. in western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
continue through May 6.

OPEN FRIDAYS
'Tft 830

Center.
Square and round dancing will be at 7:30 p.m. at
Woodmen of World Hall.
Fifth annual area Collegiate Chemistry
meeting will start at 9
a.m. at University
Center, Murray State
University.
Pschology
Undergraduate Research
Conference and Colloqium will start at 1:30
p.m.. at University
Center, Murray State
University.
Sunday,April 18
Missionary Society of
Chestnut Grove A.M.E.
Church will sponsor a dinner at 6 p.m. at church.
Sam Burrage will be
speaker.
Molly R. Ross, senior,
will present her voice
recital at 3:30 p.m. in
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine
Arts Center, Murray
State University. Karen
Thackrey, pianist, will be
accompanist.

graqiITS

OPEN FRIDAYS
8:30

KEEPIN'AMERICA BEAUTIFUL
WITH
Dana Rhea Mansfield
to wed David.Ray Proffitt

Theta Department
hears Boston speak
Betty Boston was guest
speaker at - meeting on
March 15 of Theta
Department of Murray
Woman's Club at club
house.
"How Our Economy Affects Your Investing"
was the subject of the
discussion by Mrs:
Boston, a stock broker
with First of Michigan
Corp. A question and
answer period followed
her talk.
Mrs. Boston was introduced by Bess Kerlick,
department chairman.
Florene Shoemaker,
financial committee
chairman, reported on
the recent financial project of selling Stanley
products.

Library and Adult Handicapped Activities Class
at Comprehensive Care
Center.
Hostesses were Opal
Howard, Betty Beaman
and Alexa Starks.
The department will
meet April 19 at 7:30 p.m,.
in home economics
department at Calloway
County High School for
program on "Floral Arrangements" by Miss
Lucy Forrest.

BETTY BOSTON, standing, speaker at March
meeting of Theta Department of Murray Woman's
Club, discusses a point with Anna Mae Thurman,
department secretary.

St PER 1)1 Till()11)SPEC! U.

Members voted to
make donations to
Calloway County 4-H
Council, Calloway Marshall Diabetes
Association,. Humane
Society of Calloway County, Murray-Calloway
County Need Line
Association, Friends of

Faculty
members
featured
Seven faculty members
in the Department of
Special Education at
Murray State University
conducted sessions at the
recent Kentucky Federation of the Council for Exceptional Children state
convention in Covington.
Dr. Allan Beane'
presented a session on
"How To Be An Effective
Teacher Consultant;"
Steve Threet's session
was "Peer Tutoring —
Choices To Make When
Working with Handicapped Children;"" and Dr.
Janet Mitchell's presentation was "Enhancing
Learning Through
Photography." They are
on the faculty in the Division of Learning and
Developmental
Disorders.
Dr. Vi Miller and Betty
Blodgett presented "New
Approaches in the
Diagnosis and Treatment
of Articulation
Disorders." Dr. Marilyn
Condon's session was
"Fmmittance
Measurements; Implementing a School
Screening Program,"
and Dr. Cleavonne Stratton presented "Dialectal
Variations on 1Peet:TT
* Disorders: What Are We
Assessing?" They are
faetilty members In the
Division of Communication Disorders.

•••••,,,,,..•••••••s• '

L/CPL. ROGER D.
COLSON, USMC, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Cleo Colson
and brother of Donald
Colson of Rt. 1, Almo, has
been visiting with his
family for two weeks. He
left April 5 for Guantanamo Bay, Cuba,
'where he will be stationed
for a year with the
Marines.

AND HELPING THE COST OF LIVING TOO
Sok lads Apra 24, 1912

Save Now On Slenderalls & Underalls And
Rid Yourself Of Panty Lines Forever

SAMIRTIS MURRAY
COUPON SALE
On The Square

FRIDAY It SATURDAY ONLY

I/4 CARAT

V2 CARAT

1 FUll.CARAT

WAS $450

WAS $700

WAS $1,200

HOW $299

NOW $499

NON

199

Southern Optical would like
to make the world
look better to you.
You can ISe confident in eyewearfrom Southern
Optical because we won't take shortcuts when
it comes,to.your eyes. In faot, we take extra
steps in grinding, polishing and testing your
lenses to convert your prescription into the
most comfortably fitting, accurate eyewear
available anywhere. And that could make a lot
of things look better to you.
Forft-free copy of our booklet,"Extra steps
to excellence,"stop by 641 No. Olympic Plaza
or call 753-0422.

Sodas
Ilk avant you to sihine

..•41.,••••••••••••--•
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If you can't make it to
Paducah this weekend, visit
Bright's of Murray and Save!

SAVE ON LADIES FASHIONS
WITH OUR PAGE OF COUPONS
PULL PAGE 9 OF THE DOGWOOD DAYS TABLOID
AND BRING IT WITH YOU OR SUPFR SPRINiG SAVINGS
We're Sorry But We Da _tsliAllove The Shoes Availabie In Our Murray Store
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Projects exhibited at North School Science Fair

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

FOR FRIDAY,APRIL 16. 1912
What bad of day will lame- SCORPIO
row be? To find oat whet the (Oct.23 to Nov.21) nvetc
stars ssY. read the forecast Sly innuendo creates an atgiven for your birth Sign.
mosphere of Unpleasantness,
but otherwise you'll have fun
ARIES
shopping and making home
(Ma
sere.k21 toaAprdvic.e19)
entertainment
as
e
nAte
Grtainm
rrrmeLsplans.
about
troublesome business matter. (Nov.22 to Dec.21)
Social life may lead to imPor- Avoid unnecessary purtant introductions, but try to chases before noon. bnpromp.
avoid petty disputes.
tu visits and lively social life
TAURUS
• mark the evening hours. A
(Apr.20 to May 713)
surprise invitation pleases
Students can no longer af- you.
ford to dilly-dally about CAPRICORN
assignments. An unexpected (pee.,22 to Jan. 19)
career breakthrough comes Downplay ego in dealing
late in the day.
with others. Work beyond the
GEMINI
11401- call of duty pays off hand(May 21 to June 20)
sornely. Avoid minor disputes
Winners of the Lucile Potts Science Award were
Matters of credit seem COM- while socializing.
Winners in the Kindergarten division, left to
Shay Mitchell and Jamie Shields for their project plicated during the morning. AQUARIUS
right, were Valerie Chapman, Jason Neale and
titled "The Development of a Chicken".
Good news comes from a (Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
Amanda Jackson.
distance, and some make The day begins on a sluggish
travel plans. Romance is like- bow. Later, you'll feel more
ly.
like yourself and will make a
good impression on others.
North Calloway place — Sherri Rule, CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Ir Travel is favorable.
Elementary has many Scott Bazzell, and Ginger A closetie may feel he'"
takes men
science projects ex- Griffin.
second place to your career (Feb.19to mar.20)
hibited in the Annual
wear
Winners in the Grade 6
Science Fair at the school
an Ainwverth
stm
wehii
nte tiopr onnyeouwe
am
bobuittions
nial
ow,Paace
nd mayouy
y
division
were:
1st
place
April 1. Ribbons were
business matter is possible. yearn for a little privacy.
awarded in — Shay Mitchell and LEO
Kindergarten, Grades 1- Jamie Shield "The (July 23 to Aug.22)
C
you
amPwleite
your
ll aha
nfvie
lash
eed
arnted
asksd
Development of a Work progress is slow in the rest.
2, 3-4,5,and 6.
Chicken", 2nd place — morning. Romance may come
Winners in the Kim Goetz and Reshana unexpectedly. Take the in- YOU BORN TODAY work
Kindergarten division Darnell "The Effect of itiative in expressing your best when motivated by an
ideal. You have good insight
were: 1st place — Billy Diet Pills on Mice", and views this afternoon.
into society and its values and
Keeling and Valerie 3rd place — Kim Higgins VIRGO
Aug.23 tO Sept.22)
would make a fine critic,
Chapman, 2nd place — "The Pinhctle Camera".
Children's concerns may lawyer or sociologist. Though
Brad Robinson and Jason
The overall Science'keep you busy now. A career you can succeed in business,
Neale, and 3rd place —
break comes unexpectedly you're more attracted to inBrian Evans and Aman- Fair Winners were: 1st after dark. You may find tellectual pursuits. You have
Winners in the Grade 3-4 division were, left to da Jackson.
place — Kim Higgins
and have the
right, top row, Jennifer Price, Lee Anne Wilkerson,
"The Pinhole Camera", yourself working late at the of- creative ability
commercializing
of
fice.
knack
Winners in the Grade 1- 2nd place — Rhonda
1Cristy Starks and Kevin Hill, bottom row, Jason
your talents. Some of the
2 division were:'Ist place Jones "Color", and 3rd LIBRA
Adams, Stephanie Borders, Trevor McClure and
fields in which you'll find hapSept.
23
to
Oct.
22
— Matthew Price, 2nd place — Matthew Price A hunch provides you with- piness include science,
Donnie Reavis.
place — Jason Haley,and "Evaporation".
• the right answer to a domestic philosophy, films, music,
3rd place — Krysta Ernliterature and banking. Never
The winner of the problem. Accept unexpected -let-a
stberger.
peed for security cause
invitations for a weekend of
Lucile Potts Award, the, good times. •
you to sell out on your ideals.
Winners iii theGrade 3- Grand Prize of the'Fair"
4 division were:.1st place was "The Development
— Jennifer Price and of the Chicken" by Shay
Jason Adams, 2nd place Mitchell and Jarnie
— Lee Anne Wilkerson Shields.
and Stephanie Borders,
The Science Fair Comand 3rd place — Trevor mittee was made up of
McClure, Donnie Reavis,
Rachel Neale — K-2,
Kristy Starks, and Kevin
Free showings are
A 1938 Russian film
Wanda Walker — 3-4,
Hill.
scheduled
at 2:30 and 7
classic
directed
by
Sergei
Judy Darnell — Grade 5,
p.m.
in
the
auditorium of
Eisenstein
entitled
and
Ronnie
Walker
—
Winners in the Grade 5
division were: 1st place Grade 6. The Committee "Alexander Nevsky" will the University Center,
— Shane Black, Rhoda wishes to express thanks be shown twice on Mon- with the evening program
Jones, and Jennifer Par- to the North P.T.C. for day, April 19, as the final to be introduced by Dr.
rish and Amy Wallis, 2nd financing the fair and to program of the Interna- Howard Keller, professor
Winners in the Grade 6 division were,left to right;
place — Alan Bazzell, Dr. Arvin Crafton's class tional Film Festival for of foreign languages at
top row,'Kim Higgins, Kim Goetz and Fteshana
at Murray State Universi- 1981-82 at Murray State Murray State.
Darnell, bottom row, Shay Mitchell and Jamie David Letterman, and
Filmed in Russian with
University.
ty forserving as judges.
Scottie
Rice,
,
and
"3rd
Shields.
English subtitles, the
movie is the story of the
great Russian hero who
turned back the Teutonic
knights at the battle of
Lake Peipus. A forceful
portrayal of a nationalistic hero defending
Come to Pagliai's, Downthe Motherland against
town Murray, and buy a
foreign invaders, "Alex$5 pizza, and each time
ander Nevsky" helped
you do, we'll give you a
unify popular resistance
special $5 gift certificate.
against
the Nazis.
Go to Graham & Jackson,
MUM% on the Court
uses his
Eisenstein
Square, and
famous montage editing
they'll redeem the certificate, giving you $5
to full advantage during
off any Arrow shirt You'll eat well . . and
the famous battle scenes
dress well.
on the ice. He collaborated closely with
or, come to Graham
composer Sergei Pro& Jackson, Downtown
kofiev to create a
Murray, and buy any of
dramatic and effective
our great Arrow shirts
synthesis
of music and
at the regular price. For
GRAHAM
film.
each shirt you buy, we'll
JACKSON
"Alexander Nevsky" is
give you a gift certificate
universally regarded as a
for $5 off any Pagliai's pizza. or other food
film masterpiece which
order. With b deal like this, you'll be the winner,
should be seen by every
coming . and going. •
serious film student.
The International Film
Festival at Murray State
Five-pocket jeans with
is partially funded by the
long, lean lines and novel
Student Government
Chic® signature back
Association and the
pocket. Indeep, rich indigo
denim or snappy red,
Department of Foreign
Downtown Murray
green, Of blue twills. Pure
Languages.
cotton, naturally. Misses
and junior sizes in short,
regular or long lengths.

etf•A

xra

The Grand Prise winners in the North Science
Fair were left to right, 3rd place -- Matthew Price,
2nd place — Rhoda Jones,and 1st place — Kim Higgins.

)(

412,tg

Winners in the Grade 1-2 division were, left to
right, Matthew Rice, Jason Haley and Christa
Ernestberger.

rf_kri

International film
to be shown Monday

Winners in the Grade 5 division were,left to right,
top row, Alan Bazzell, Shane Black, Sherri Rule,
Amy Wallis and Ginger Griffin, bottom row, David
Letterman, Scotty Rice, Scott Bazzell, Jennifer
Parrish and Rhoda Jones.

YOU WIN, COMING
... AND GOING.

—Arrow-

TPACTArS
GRAHAM Et JACKSON

To Introduce Our Ceiling Fan Display Featuring
Over 18 Different Fans In Our Showroom
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Bible study
to begin
A Bible Institute will
open tonight (Thursday)
at_ 7 _p.m. at New Mt._
Carmel„ Baptist Church,
located two miles south of
New Concord on Highway
121.
• The Rev. Ron Harber,
pastor of Point Pleasant
Church, Buchanan,
Tenn., will be the speaker
tonight.
Friday at 7 p.m. the
Rev. David Brasher,
pastor of Belleview Baptist Church, Paducah,
will be the speaker.
The speaker at 7 p.m.
Saturday will be the Rev.
Willis Colson, Calloway
preacher.
The pastor, the Rev.
George White, invites the
public to attend.

Dallas Dick, Hazel,
Frank A. Kaiser, Rt. 8,
,Dora F. Houser, Rt. 1,
Benton, Etta Dick, Rt. 6,
Lucy Williams, Rt. 5,
Albert J. Hary,Rt.6.
--- Nursery 11 Adults 142
04-09-82
Newborn Admissions
Joan Mylroie and Baby
Boy,809 Doran Rd.
Margaret Batey and
Baby Girl, Rt. 5.
Mary Lowe and Baby
Boy,815 Broad.
Dismissals
John A. Gresham, 418
South Eighth St., Cindy
F. Dunn and Baby Girl,
506 Lynnwood, Cheryl A.
Newsom and Baby Girl,
Rt. 5, Mayfield, Belinda
Gail Allbritten, P. 0. Box
287, New Concord.
Edward William
Hollenback, 1707 Dodson,
Shari Toler Bargery, Box
/573, White Hall, MSU,
Cynthia L. Smithson, Rt.
3, Mayfield, George E.
Hargrove, 1210 Peggy
Ann Dr., Jerry N. Vied,
Rt. 2, Gilbertsville, Donna K. Reed, Rt. 1,
Mayfield.
Dana G. Crouch, Rt. 1,
Bayberry B. Lanning, 303
South 13th St., Dorothy
M. Erwin, Rt. 4, Julie A.
Morrison, Rt. 6, Eddie L.
Stone; Rt. 2, Eddie L.
Rhodes,509 South 8th St.
Anne L. Beane, Rt. 5,
Andrew ,Vinosky, P. 0.
Box 703, Betty Jo
Williams, Rt. 1, Dexter,
Mildred A. Roberson, Rt.
4, Wilma Lea Kinsey, 502
Columbus, Paducah,
Julie C. Lyles, Rt. _ 1,
_
'Henry,Tenn.

Meddle Tynes, Rt. 8,
Mary L. Alford, CR Box
55A, Hamlin, Lissie B.
Travis, 514 Brookside,
Mayfield, Burley Kirks,
F-3 Southside Manor,
Virginia Ada Smith, Rt.8,
Lawton Robinson, Rt. 1,
Puryear,Tenn.
James B. Wilson, 305
North Sixth St., Sallie J.
Whitis, 302 East 14th St.,
Audie A. Hurt, Rt. 5,
Windell S. Leathers, Box
307, Bloomfield, Reginald
V. Williams, Rt. 3,
Fulton, Lacene A.
Clemons (expired), Box
271-A, New Concord.

Almo, Leonard A. Pritchett, Rt. 1, Almo, Marie
Moody, Rt. 1, Almo, Anna
Catherine Thomas,
Hopkinsville, Annie L.
Bailei,1304 Farris.
William E.Smith, Rt.6,
Mayfield, Gertha F. Vinson, Rt. 5, Benton, Hugh
B. Wallace, Rt.8, Reba A.
Clayton, 422 South Eighth
St., Dorothy M. Cox,6464
Arsenal, St. Louis, Mo.,
Lula M. Michaux (expired),1102 Mulberry.

r,

el)HEALTH

Hospital births, dismissals fisted
Adults 158
Nursery 10
4-8-82
Newborn Admissions
Carolyn Wilke and
Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Gilbertsville.
Sanya Smith and Baby
Boy, Rt. 1, Hardin.
Sharon Newton and
Baby Boy, RT. 1,
Kirksey.
Dismissals
Belinda Kaye Wright
and Baby Girl, Rt. 1,
Wingo, David Martin
Kirks, Rt. 2, Hazel, Mary
Elizabeth Wilkerson, Rt.
1, Dexter,'Maria
Christine genderson, Rt.
1, Cunningham, Roger
Dan Miller, Rt. 1, Stuart
Ray Huckaby,Rt. 2.
Lola M. Lane, Rt. 4,
Cadiz, Max L. Mathis,
Gen. Del., Como, Tenn.,
William Bryan Dennison,
1802 Gatesboro, Annie E.
Chester, Rt. 8, Benton,
Rita K. Burton, Rt. 4,
Trellis Michael Boggess,
1706 Magnolia.
Ruth J. Osbron, 823
Hurt, Evelyn R. Alexander, 1412 Dudley, Iva
B. Cohoon, 806 North 18th"
St., Acie C. Smith, 319
North Fifth St., Lois M.
Myers, Rt. 2, Prydye C.
Adams, Rt. 2, Hazel.

•

•
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Looking at blood fats

&'
1
7

Mayfield.

Adults 150
Nursery 5
4-12-82
New Born
Admissions
Rebecca Cunningham
and Baby Boy, 507 Shady
Lane.
Bonnie Morganti and
Baby Boy, P.O. Bx. 864,
Murray.
Paula Hale and Baby
Girl, 220 Ann,Mayfield.
Dismissals
Margaret L. Reeder;
Adults 119
Nursery 7
B3 Murray Manor, Donna
4-11-82
F. Scott, 95 Riviera,
No Newborn Admission
Patricia K. Bailey and
Adults 127
Dismissals
Baby Boy, Rt. 3, Anita C.
Nursery 11
Keni Sanders, Rt. 1, Broadnax and Baby Boy,
4-10-82
New Concord, Verline Bx. 2723 Univ. Sta.,
Newborn Admission
Smith, Lakeland Wesley Margaret A. Batey and
Judy Ridgway and Village, Benton, Gail J. Baby Girl, Rt. 5,
Baby Girl, Rt. 4, Paris, Childress and Baby Girl,
Joan R. Mylroie and
Tenn.
503 South Ninth St., Baby Boy,809 Doran Rd.,
Dismissals
Sharon K. Newton and Mary K. Barnes, P.O. Bx.
Mary Elizabeth Wilker- Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Kirksey, 70, Cadiz, Chester
son, Rt. 1, Dexter, Corey Sanya Ashley Smith and Thomas, Rt. 1, Almo,
D. Venavle,Rt. 1, Cottage Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Hardin, Larry W. Hutson, 617
Grove, Tenn., Marylin E. Carolyn Lee Wilke and Ogburn, Paris, Tenn.,
Gallimore and Baby Boy, Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Gilbert- Roxane Null, Rt. 8, BenRt. 1, Puryear, Tenn., sville.
ton, James T. Mitchell,
Rebecca L. Patrum, Rt.
Mark A. Bryant, Rt. 1, Rt. 1, Hardin,
2, Puryear, Tenn., Nancy Hardin, Donald L.
Raymond Thorn, Sr.,
C. Fox, Bx. 22, Dexter, Wadkins, Rt. 1, Kirksey, Rt. 1, Almo, Martha E.
Peggy R. Tharpe, 1104 Candace H. Carr, Rt. 1, Crawford, Rt. 7, Joyce C.
Depot,Paris, Tenn.
Farmington, Toni Alison Norman, Rt. 2, Paris,
Mary E. Thurman, 1522 Kay, 4001
/
2 South 16th St., Tenn., Debra L. Norman,
Kirkwood, Lois Carol Donald K. Cook, Rt. 5, Rt. 5, Benton, Mary J.
Sparks, 1408 Porter, Dawn S. Young, Rt. 3, Smith, 1014 Sharpe, Opal
Ppris, Tenn., James E. Benton.
0.Parker,1512 Glendale,
Cooper, Rt. 7, Mayfield,
Nancy K. Buchanan,
William N. Hurt, Rt. 1,
Earl W. Norsworthy, Rt. Bx. 35, Lynn Grove, Bertha M. Rickman, Rt.
7, Mayfield, Shirley A. Oliver R. Barnett, 207 Ir- 3, Fulton, Oren W.
Armstrong, P.O. Bx. 102, van, Ruth A. Hill, 700 Chandler, Puryear,
Hazel, Minnie Estelle Sycamore, Curtis R. Tenn., Wallace J. FitzAdams, Rt. 1, Farm- Brooks, Rt. 1, Farm- ner, Rt. 5, Benton,
ington.
ington, Homer B. McNee- Carmen Horton, 914 ColNancy Ann covey_604_Iy, Rt. 1, Hardin, Allene--•dwater
Verdie B.
Vine, Bryan
L a n ci-ster, Xt. 4, Williams, Rt. 3,1tulton. -

Lawrence E. LarnbA.D.

DEAR DR. LAMB - 1 am
writing for information on
some tests I had done at the
hospital. I am a 45-year-old
male, 54:v1:land weigh 155
pounds. /Tun six to eight
miles a week. Also I work
out with weights three days
a week. As you can see from
the enclosed report my cholesterol is 208 and my triglycerides 154. Should these be
lower? , Do these values
mean anything?
DEAR READER - There
are important differences in
the cholesterol levels measured by different laboratory methods. The research
studies commonly quoted for
risk of heart disease or
strokes used a method which
provides values 10 to 15 percent lower than the methods
commonly employed in
many hospitals and offices.
In that case it is likely that
your value, using the
research technique (AbellKendall method), would
have 10 to 15 percent less
for cholesterol.
Even if your value was
208 using the research method it is still a good level. In
general, the lower your cholesterol level is the less likely you are to have fatty-cholesterol deposits in your
arteries. If your level stays
this low it is unlikely that
your level of cholesterol will
be a significant factor in
developing heart disease.
In recent years it has been
learned that the amount of
cholesterol in small fattycholesterol particles is beneficial while the cholesterol
in larger particles is "bad."
To be sure what your cholesterol level means it would be
helpful to know what your
HDL (good cholesterol) level
is. If 20 to 25 percent or
more of your total cholesterol is "good cholesterol" your
risk is decreased.
•
Your triglyzeride _level is
at the upper limits-or What-

many physicians would consider normal. It is easily
affected by what you ate the
day before and if the fat you
ate was rapidly absorbed It
is also affected by how much
and how frequently you
exercise. By itself it is not
considered as important as
your cholesterol level or
your ratio of "good cholesterol" to total cholesterol.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 15-2,
Understanding Your Cholesterol, Triglycerides and
Other Blood Fats, which will
help sort out saturated fats,
unsaturated fats and the
whole area for you. Others
who want this issue can send
75 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed
envelope for it to me, in care
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019'.
DEAR DR. LAMB - My
wife is 68 years old and
takes Elixer of Butasol from
a refillable prescription. She
has been taking this medicine for 10 to 12 years. Is
this a dope or a narcotic'

She is acting strangely.
What effect does this have
after prolonged use?
DEAR READER - I am
sorry to say that it is a sedative or tranquilizer of the
barbituate group. It is habit
forming. It is not recommended for lopg-term use.
Patients who use it for long
periods of time can become
dependent upon it.
In older people such drugs
often cause excitement
rather than sedating them. I
do not know what you mean
by your wife behaving
strangely but it is possible
the medicine cool: a
factor.
Now, don't have her just
stop it. After taking such a
medicine for that long in any
quantity, stopping it suddenly is quite dangerous and can
cause convulsions. So have a
little talk with her doctor
and see if there is a way she
can be weaned and not
transferred to another medicine with similar problems
for long-term use.

Just Received
New Shipment Of

*

Polo

Ralph Lauren

Shirts

15 Colors!

ithichingliam rut), itb.
TRADITIONAL CLOTHING FOR
GENTLEMEN AND LADIESDix telgod Ca.oter

SUPER SAVER

Chipper

Senior Cities..
Prescriptio• Saris,. Pia.

C

iEGLEY S

Save 11% on all
Prescriptions

-V•V;
;
.

_

The Begley Senior Citizens Plan gives a 10% discount of
our everyday prescription prices. Any person 00 and older is
eligible for the Begley Senior Citizens Savings Plan. Stop by
Begley's Mout an application and start saving todayl

STORES

DRUG

We reserve the nght to limit quantities. Prices good thru April 19th.

Central Shopping Center Hwy. 641 N. Murray 753-4025 Mon.-Sat. 9-9
Sun. 12-6

/Think Begley's forN

Beauty Aids
L'Oreal

Youth revival
in progress

12th & Olive

Lip Accents

Milk Chocolate, Almond Bar, Kit Kat.
Whatchamacallit Er Reese's Cups
Package of 10

Paper Napkins

Perla Et Creme
Choose from merry
hshionsble shades

Vidal Sassoon

Youth revival services
are now in progress at the
Scott's Grove Baptist
Church, U.S. Highway 641
North. The Rev. Jerry
Hopkins, director of Baptist Student Union, Murray State University.
Services .will be at 7
p.m. tonight, Friday and
Saturday. Services also
will be conducted at
regular times on Sunday.'
Donald Crawford will
direct the song service.
The Rev. Paul Dailey,
Sr., is interim pastor of
the church.

Protein Enriched Hairspray
Now-Aeroopol Estrs Hold
S...
Aerosol Extra Hold or ROWS,
7 oz.

, with each Chipper you ger
O • 2 pieces of Ash fillet
Creamy cote skm
•• Crisp french tries
• 2Southern style
• huh puppies

•
ARMOUR *

1
2 Coupon Good Thru April 18th
I onecouponpercuslaner
MB MN ON =I I= =I OM MI IMO 1=1=1= =I NM

Treet

Captain D's.

Ammer

Treet

Dry idea

Luncheon Meat
Smoke Flavoring
Added
12 or

Rol-On Anti-Perspirent
unscented is Reguler
1.5 oz.

$169

seafood Et hamburgers
...like youlike It!

Coppertone

1
For Faces Only $249
Dirk Tarrwrg Lotion or
Lotion
2 02,

Think Begley's for

Savings
Ferry Morse

Gardem Seeds

Save Money with
Begley Products

We Care About Your

Good Health

SOW your Gorden right with fins
quellty Garden Seeds
weeded prime.

Quarter Pound Pure Ground

Beef Patties
Chuck Roast
Shoulder Roast

988
14 Lb. Box $ 1

Choice

$1

NATURAL
VEGETABLE
LAXATIVE

59

A natural-16e leestrop for
relit of constipation.
14 or.

Lb.
Lb $1

Bausch Et Lomb

Saline Solution
for use rod,sort CONTACT
LENSES ONLY
oz

69

--wr-J•zier•iiitt.A.•

10)% Refund *ow Er water
Twin Peck

.is Toweleftes
A new sewer to use
00P-up carmine
00 Toweled=

Corn

12-100x. Pkg.$

19
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Tigers needed sacrifice,
Toth offered grand slam

Louisville comes out ahead
when No.1 Thompson signs
Kentucky did land 6-8
By The Associated Press
The Univecsity of power forward Kenny
Louisville appeared to be Walker of Roberta, Ga.,
the big winner Wednes- and Indiana's Mr.
day, the first day high Basketball, 6-1 guard
school basketball players Roger Harden of
could sign letters of intent Valparaiso.
But the Indiana colwith colleges.
Louisville, a Final Four leges didn't lose out on all
team this year's NCAA the local talent. Indiana
tournament, signed Billy University signed 6-2
Thompson, a 6-foot-8 guard Stew Robinson of
center considered by Anderson Madison
many to be the nation's Heights and 6-5 Tracy
top high school basketball Foster of Homestead.
Purdue nabbed Inplayer.
Thompson averaged 33 dianapolis Pike guard
points and 14 rebounds as Mack Gadis and Notre
a senior at Camden Dame, which did its
(N.J.) High School. He recruiting by mail
spurned dozens of other because it misinterpreted
major colleges, including the NCAA rule on coaches
the University of Ken- attending signings, said it
tucky, to sign with expected that 6-10 center
Ken Barlow of InLouisville.
Cardinals Coach Denny dianapolis Cathedral,
Crum was in Camden for who was a Parade Allthe signing along with American,and 6-5 Joseph
assistant coach Wade Price of Marion would
Houston, who led the honor their earlier verbal
commitments.
recruiting effort.
Hoosiers Coach Bobby
"Billy's abilities inc•Inde things you can't Knight went out of state
teach players," Crum to sign Mike Giomi, a 64
said. "He sees the floor forward from Newark,
well, is an exceptional Ohio, who was that
passer, handles the ball state's player of the year.
well, plays good defense Gene Keady, head man at
Purdue, got two of the top
and is very unselfish."
Crum and Houston also prospects in 'Michigan,
inked three top players Herb Robinson, a 6-5 swfrom Kentucky: 6-5 all- ingman from Lansing,
stat Jeff Hall of Ashland . and John Askew, a husky
Fairview; 6-2 Chris West 6-11 center from Highland
of'Louisville Manual; and Park.
Wayne Tisdale, a 6-9
6-6 all-stater Robbie
Valentine of North Har- prep All-American center
from Tulsa, Okla., signed
din.

Marquette. Lloyd Moore, 64 teeter,
Clairton, Pa
Michigan State:, Patrick Ford. 64%
iivard-forward, Detroit
Oral Roberts- Mark Gottfried, 6-3
guard, Mobile, Ma.
Tulsa: Mike Smith,64 guard, Hobbs,
Jeff Rahitly, 6-7 forward,
N M
Muskogee,Okla.
West Virginia Rensnlo Brown, 64
forward. and James Crawl, 6-0 guard.
Highland Park, Mich.; Doug Blaney,6-4
guard Hartford,Ohm; Doug Hoeft*,6-4
guard, Lawrenceville. Ill
San Diego State: Terry Carr, 6-0
guard, Domuigues Hills, Compton,
Calif.. High; Dominic Johnson, 6-2
guard, Fallbrook, Calif., Nigh.
Brigham Young: Brett Applegate,6-7
forward, transfer from Snow Junior
('ollege: Brian Taylor,6-4 guard, Davis
High. Kaysville, Utah; Alan Pollard,6-6
forward-eenter, Mountain View High,
Orem, Utah.
Colorado State. Rich Strong, 6-4 forward.Sandia High. Albuquerque, N.M.
Hawaii: Andre Morgan. 6-4 guard,
Anderson. Ind. High.
New Mexico. Tim Garrett, 6-11,
transfer from I,os Angeles Southwest
Junior College.
Texas El-Paso:- Kevin Hamilton, 64
forward, Crenshaw High. I.os Angeles
Utah John White.6-9 center-forward,
V le wmont High, Bountiful, Utah.
Wyoming Mark Getty, 6-10 center,
Arapahoe High, Littleton, Colo.
Georgia Tech: Tim Harvey, 6-10
center, Plainfield, N.J. High; Jock
Mansell,6-8 forward,Sharon,Pa.
Colorado Mike Reid,6-1 guard, Rock
Island. III.
Mississippi State: Greg Lazard, 67,
forward. Crowley. La.: JeromeBatiste,
6-8 forwa rd , Crowley, La.; Richard Person,6-2 guard. Columbus.Ga.
Mississippi: Derek Horne, 6-7 forward. Brooks County (Ga.) High.
Louisiana State: Greg Perkins, 6-3
Western Kentucky James Johnson,
guard. St Amant, La.; Theron Cojoe,66-4 guard, Union County. Ky , Clarence
forward,
7
Destrehan, La.
Ala.
City,
Alexander
center,
Martin,6-7
Tennessee. Rob Jones, 6-7 guard,
Eastern Kentucky . John DeCamilbs,
Knoxville, Tenn., Tyrone Harper, 6-7
6-1 guard. Louisville. Ky.
Murray State La wrente Ingram, 6-5 forward, Nashville, Tenn.
Georgia: Donald Hartry, 6-2 guard,
forward, biorth Iowa Community ColBaldwin (Ga. County Nth.
lege, James Preston. 6-1 guard, of
Alabama . Jim Farmer, 6-3 guard,
Delta College
Dothan Ala Hotistorf Academy.
Morehead State Rob Barker. 6-0
Auburn: Tim Tipton. 6-7 forward.
guard, Muncie, Ind . David Stamper,6Tim Sullivan,6- Louisville, Ky.
I guard Brinkley,
mitthy- WestbtookS. 6-6
:—Y3nderbilt
—
KyCoUnty,
0 guard,Vielby
Michigan Robert Henderson, 6-8 for- forward-center. Memphis.Tenn.
Southern Cal: Gerry Wright, 6-6 forward.. Lansing. Mich, Paul Jokisch, 6-6
ward, San Bernardino, Calif.; Kevin
forward. Birmmgham, Mich; Roy
Steward, 6-5 guard, Pacific. Palisades,
Tarpley ,6-9 center. Detroit
Duke Mark Marie. 64 forward. Calif
UCLA: Mordel Hatcher, 6-1 guard.
Brophy. Aran
Illinois. Efern Winters. 6-10 forward- Santa Monica. Calif.
I.ong Beach State. Charles Houston,
center, Chicago, Bruce Douglas. 6-3
65 swingman. Casco Junior-College in
guard,Quincy, Ill
Ivan Berberckt,6-11 center, OxTexas;
Brad rohas, 7-0 center,
Iowa
nard. Ca
Phoenix

PS

Spring Savings Spree
SPRING
UNINGS
$PRCC

could retire the Wildcats'
that one, huh?"
"Yah, I sure did," Toth side.
Steve Butts went the
admitted.
Toth's grand slam was distance for Trigg, mixa fitting climax to a long ing his pitches well until
day for the Tiger dia- the bottom of the sixth.
Toth tagged him with a
mond boys.
Earlier Wednesday the leadoff double, and leggsquad travelled to district ed it into a three-bagger
foe Marshall County and with the help of a poor
handed the Marshals a 3-1 relay throw.
Galloway singled Toth
loss before returning to
Ty Holland Stadium for home and McMillen
the night game with brought in the tying run
with an RBI single only
Trigg.
The twin victories im- moments later.
Pace flied out to end the
proved the Tigers' mark
to 5-0 with a doubleheader sixth inning, but earned
at Christian County, his first win by forcing
Saturday 1 p.m., being the leadoff man to ground
out and fanning the next
the next scheduled stop.
In Wednesday's games, two Wildcats.
Wade Smith's checkthe Tigers relied on timely hitting and the fireman swing single to right field,
pitching abilities of followed by David Mcreliever Ronnie Pace to Cuiston's arrival at first
on an error put two
preserve both victories.
Gary Galloway went Tigers on base in the top
two-for-three against the of the seventh. Jeff 'Cat'
Marshals and shortstop Downey lofted a long fly
David McMillen added an ball into left field that fell
insurance RBI double in for a single and loaded
the sixth to account for the bases.
Butts never had a
the Tiger runs at Draffenfighting chance to get
ville.
McMillen picked up the past Toth and possibly
win by fanning six and survive the inning. His
giving up two hits and two first pitch to the Tiger
walks. Pace worked the outfielder was destined
final 2% innings and for the cheap seats in left
claimed his second save field.
on the strength of three 'After Saturday's road
trip to Christian County,
strikeouts.
the
Tigers play host
Junior Jim West made
19,
his first appearance on again, Monday, April
Paducah
against
the Tiger mound against
Trigg County and hurled Tilghman.
at Marshall County
five strikeouts in five inn1 234567 T
1111131 0 3
ings and allowed five MURRAY
1110 1 I
MARSHALL CO.
runs on four hits. The
HITS — Merrily 3, MCHS 2. 1S1
long legged righthander NeMlIlon (11143), Morton(MC).
ERRORS—NC 3, MRS I.
gave way to Pace in the
WP — McMillen 041,Pace save. LP
top of the sixth with run- — English.
at Murray
ners on first and third and
1 234 i07 T
11110617
the Tigers holding a scant TRIGG CO.
ill 3124U
MURRAY
5-3 lead with no outs.
HITS — Murray 11, TCHS 5. BR —
23 —
Four runs scored Toth WKS). 313 —
Downey(SIRS). Allen ITC).
before Pace and his Toth,
7.
MSS
TCS,
ERRORS—
WP — Pace(SE.LP — S.Butte
stingy defensive backup

By Jun Rector
Sports Editor
Whenever Mike Toth
approached the plate, an
echoing chorus would resound like clockwork.
"Keep your elbow up.
Keep it up."
And a glance at Murray
High assistant baseball
coach John Gosier would
find him imitating a
hatless batter, wagging
his raised left elbow for
emphasis while instructing Toth from the
sidelines.
The advice, at least
Wednesday night, paid
off handsomely for the
Tiger outfielder, who had
previously been suffering
at the plate from dropping his arm and shoulder
when entering his swing.

with Oklahoma, where
his brother, William, was
a freshman guard last
season.
Oregon State Coach
-Ralph Miller signed two
players: 6-4 guard Darryl
Flowers of Milwaukee
and 6-7Lz forward Tyrone
Miller of National City,
Calif.
National champion
North Carolina signed
Brad Daugherty, a 6-11
center from Swannanoa,
N.C., and very highly
rated Curtis Hunter, a 6-5
swingman from Durham,
N.C. Tar Heel coach
Dean Smith was to fly to
Jenks, Okla., Thursday to
sign 6-3 guard Steve Hale.
North Carolina State
signed 6-7 Alvin Battle of
Merced, Calif., J.C. Also
committed were Walt
Densmore, 6-6 forward
from Tuscaloosa, Ala.;
and Ernie Myers, a 6-3,
guard from New York.
Other signees were:

TRIPLE PARKED —
Murray High shortstop
David McMillen pauses
on third after rapping a
triple in Wednesday's 11-7
win over Trigg County.
McMillen was the winning pitcher in a game
against Marshall County,
Wednesday afternoon,
then he came back to go
three-for-four at the plate
against Trigg County.

Wednesday, with the
bases loaded, no outs and
the game tied 7-7, Toth
lofted a mammoth shot
down the third base line.
The winning run was
already scampering
across the plate when the
partisan Tiger crowd
erupted in cheers. Toth's
grand slam homer had
just given Murray an 11-7
win over visiting Trigg
County.
"All I was hoping for
was a sacrifice fly," the
jubilant Toth said, prompting laughter and ribbing from his teammates.
And above it all Gosier
checked, "I'll bet you
kept your elbow up on

Maximum efficient yield that's what
you get with STEWART SX 77. But
make more profit by better market
management. That's where the Money
is...selling right.

April 4 to June 6

Seed Corn

Ingram name omitted

an exclusive group - Stewart
Seed Corn Customers - and get the
regular grain market management letter written exclusively for Stewart
Seed Customers by Dana Stewart.
Join

No other auto company has ever offered to
give so much to buy - trade or lease.
41t•Low Bank Rates
•Up To $2,000.00 In Cash Rebates
I
On New 1981 & 82 Fords
•24 Months or 24,000 Mile Free Driving (Except Gas) on Six (6) Different Cars or Truck.
•Ford Red Carpet Lease Program All 82
"404aktt-01 Models Eligible For 12-24, 36 or 48 Months.
-741,--

0-4

Lawrence? Lawrence
who?
The phantom
Lawrence, appearing in
the story about Racer
basketball signees in
Wednesday's sports section, was supposed to be
Lawrence Ingram.
The Ingram was inadvertently omitted.
Ingram, a 6-5 forward
from Northern Iowa
Community College, was
one of two junior college
players signed to a national letter of intent by
Murray State, Wednesday morning.

-

See Your
Stewart Dealer...now!

Special Introductory
Offer $48 a bag
See or Call Clifton
McCallon

435-4472

O
O
O
O
O
O

o
O
— C
O

o
O

2-Door Hatchback
4-Door Hatchback
L 2-Door Hatchback
L 4-Door Hatchback
L 4-Door Wagon
GL 2-Door Hatchback
GL 4-Door Hatchback
GL 4-Door Wagon
GLX 2-Door Hatchback
GLX 4-Door Hatchback
GLX 4-Door Wagon
GT 2-Door Hatchback

1961 Models
O All

$250

CASH
CASH GRANADA
BONUS
BONUS 1962 Models
1360
$320
o L 2-Door Sedan
370
345
O L 4-Door Sedan
380
350
O Gt. 2-Door Selan
390
350
O GL 4-Door Sedan
385
360
o GLx 2-Door Sedan
395
Sedan
420
O GLX 4-Door
400
o L 4-Door Station Wagon
420
o GL 4-Door Station Wagon
$300
1961 Models
$300
O All

MUSTANG
1982 Models
o L2-Door Sedan
GL 2-Door Sedan
o GL 3-Door Sedan
O GLX 2-Door Sedan
GLX 3-Door Sedan
O GT 3-Door Sedan

o

o

1961 Models'
C All .
FAIRMONT
1962 Models
O 2-Door Sedan
0 4-Door Sedan
O 2-Door Future

$300
325

330

1562 Model
0 3-Door

Used Riding
Mowers

Sporty Coupe

$370

We also
Rent

And

Used Garden
Tractors

TRUCKS

19111 Models
O AO

$250

1963 Model
0 Ranger

$300

CASH BONUS ONLY
TRUCKS

CASH

111412 Models
BONUS
0 Club Wagon XLT
92000
0 Captains Club Wagon
2000
0 King of Clubs
92000
0 Club Wagon (Other)
500
0 Bronco
1000
0 Light Conventional XLT Lariat 750
0 Light Conventional (Other)
500
0 Light Conventional "S"
300
0 Econoline Van
500

The former Kentucky
All-Stater was a standout
center for the Mayfield
High School Cardinals
and helped his team to
the semifinal round of the
state tournament his
senior year.

Rental & Sales Center
Check Our Used Equipment

EXP

Coupe

Youngblood, who
transferred from
Southern Illinois after
two years, signed the national letter with the
Racers Wednesday.

Homeowners
insurance

FORD CARE AND CASH BONUS

CASH
BONUS
$275
285
305
315
,325
325
335
345
350
365
370
345

Another signee for
Murray State is 6-7, 230pound, transfer David
Youngblood.

Prices Start At

TRUCKS

CASH
1961 Models '
BONUS
Cl Chateau Club Wagon
$2000
O Captains Club Wagon
2000
O King of Clubs
2000
O Club Wagon (Other)
500
0 Bronco
1000
0 Light Conventional Ranger Lariat 750
0 Light Conventional (Other)
500
O Econoiine van
500

Let Us "Show & Tell" — Its Fcrtastic. Between Now And June 6th, Do Not Buy, Trade
Or Loose Until You Check With Parker Ford

We also
Rent

$29500

Also
Used Tillers

IT'S A
PERSONAL
THING
Everybody does not have
the same Homeowners
coverage needs. Stale
Auto recognizes this and
provides many, many
options so that your
insurance can be tailored
to your particular situation
And several coverages are
combined in our package
at substantial savings.
Well see that you get all
the protection you need
without the expense of
unnecessary coverage
and at attractive rates
Call us. You'll find we re
friends you Can depend on

PURDOM
THURMAN
INSURANCE

We also Rent

Used Push
Mowers

We Specialize In Storks Meet The Sale

Court Sq.
753-4-451

144 t,1:3 63 A ,r

RENTAL SALES

PARKER FORD INC.
Main Street

753-5273

ClerlyeSenrov

CENTER
Murray,

200 E.Main

7S3-1201
_

We also Rent

A
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Publicity pressure hounds champ

Stadler seeks relaxing golfgame
LA

RANCHO

COSTA,

Calif. (AP) - Craig
Stadlea. was looking forward to a bit of welcome
relief today in the first
round of the $350,000
MONY-Tournament of
Champions.
"It'll be nice to get out
and play a relaxing round
of golf," said Stadler,

ing the coveted Masters
a

in

title

at

playoff

a

"I'm
from

week

going

drained

little

" he
ally

it

golf's

for

Stadler

pros,

touring

said

large

Wednesday after a final

t realistically expect
'
can

day.

practice round over the

much

6,911 yard La Costa Coun-

tion.

"It's just been so damn

course.

But

alright. It's

well

Club

"said Stadler, who
hectic,

try

once had to get up at 2:30

that's

in the morning to attend a

worth it."

television network interview. He's been swamped
by

calls,

telephone

He's

a

and

area

has

atten-

of

native
a

adjustment

necessary. I just need to

find time for some rest."
Despite the turmoil of
attention he has received
and the letdown that is
normal after a victory in

Augusta, Ga., last Sun-

relief from

real

the

and

s major
one of the game'

While this elite gather-

friends with him. "It's go-

events, Stadler remained
a leading contender for

group

of

family

ing of only the winners of

ing to be a hectic week,

PGA Tour titles from the

but I'm sure a lot of them

who has been on a frantic,

messages and interview

last 12 months often is a

are going to be from now

non-stop pace since winn-

requests.

low-key, relaxing, easy-

on," he said. "There's no

the $63,000 first prize in
this exclusive gathering
of 31 champions from the
last 12 months.
Chief

Women's OVC tennis championship
decided in Friday-Saturday matches
Ohio Valley Conference
women's tennis competiin

the

Friday

and

be

will

tion

spotlight

annual

the

hosts

State

Murray

as

Saturday

golf champion Craig Stadler (right)
tries on the coveted green winner's jacket with help from the 1981 winner Tom
Watson. Stadler, who plans to compete today in the MONY-Tournament of
Champions,says playing again will be a relief from the publicity pressure of
AP Laserphoto
winning the Masters.
LOOKING FOR RELIEF - Masters

league championships at
the

varsity

campus

Middle

host

1 mark and is undefeated

Racers lost in the fall to

State

against three conference

and

Thursday's Games
Oakland ( Langford I-0 at Minnesota
(Williams 141.
Toronto (Stieb 0-0 I at Detroit
(Rozenia 14).
Chicago(Lamp 0-01 at Boston (Gytids
6-II.
Milwaukee (Caldwell 0-0 ) at
Cleveland (Blyleven 0-0).
Seattle (Perry 0-1) at California
I Moreno 9-1 I.
Only games scheduled
Friday Gaines
Toronto at Boston.
Kansas City at Cleveland
Texas at Milwaukee
New York at Detroit.
Baltimore at Chicago
Oakland at Seattle
Minnesota at California

Pro basketball
National Basketball Association
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L Pet. GB
.775 62 II
x-Boston
6
.700
y-Philadelphia 56 24
525 20
42 38
y-New Jersey
525 20
42 SI
y-Washington
.413 29
33 47
New York
Central Divon
675 X
54
x-Milwaukee
.519 12%
41 38
y-Atlanta
468 16%
37 42
Detroit
.430 19%
14 45
Indiana
400 22
32 48
Chicago
. IN 3114
15 64
Cleveland
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W L Pet. GB
.568 47 33
San Antonio

Football
Applications

Murray State University
Camp

Football

which will feature All-Pro
defensive
of

White

2
2
19
19
23

4
10
10
13%
39%

BASEBALL
American League
DETROIT TIGERS-Called up
Howard Johnson, third baseman,tand
Glenn Wilson, outfielder, from
Evansville of the American Association. Placed Rick Leach, first baseman.
on the 21-day disabled list and Ed
Miller, outfielder, on the 15-day supplemental disabled list.

Ten-

Middle

opponents.

ment and it appears this

11

mark

while facing a

Morehead State 5-4 and
twice
nessee

to

8-1

a.m. Friday

tion.

round

of

trio

Murray

teams.
champion

Defending

posted

an

7-2

Competition starts at 8

difficult schedule and is 70 against OVC competi-

same

and

scores.

pro-

competition

Ten-

Middle

by

mises to be a battle bet-

with

singles

play

firstand

State

has

continues throughout the

overall

20-11

day with the doubles mat-

College, high school meets
scheduled at Racers'track
Roy

Stewart Stadium
with track

will be busy

Friday

this

competition

and Saturday as Murray
State faces Middle Tennessee in a dual meet Friday afternoon and MSU
hosts area high school
teams Saturday for the
KenWestern
annual
tucky Conference Track

Andy Vince in the shot
put and discus and
dividual performers for
distance specialists Edbe
will
State
Murray
die Wedderburn, Chris
Elvis Forde and Alfred
Bunyan, Gary Ribbons
Brown in the 200- and 400and Barry Attwell.
events,
running
meter
Saturday's high school
freshman Daren Pahl competition gets underway with the field events
and junior Paul Babits in
at 10 a.m. and running
the pole vault, Ernie Patterson in the high jump, events at 10:30 a.m.

Twilight Invitational.
Among

top

the

in-

tackle

Randy

the

Dallas

direction

the

of' Racer

coach Frank Beamer and

his staff and is scheduled
for June 27 through July
2nd at Roy Stewart
Stadium.
The camp is

to

open

on

eight-years-old

boys

up until their senior year

Friday

p.m.

Acers

the

when

the

defending

OVC outdoor champions.
It will be the first of two
meets

home

during

Racers

for

the

the

out-

Murray

door

season.

State

will host a classy

field

of

top

Glidden's BEST Latex Flat
House Paint

us

individual

track performes April 24
in

annual

the

MSU

GALLON
REG. $18.99

SAVE $7.00

dethatcsh and shred, making your
Snapper a year round
lawn machine
And you can bag or side
discharge lawn clippings.
And a truok-toughtransmission and ystom set-up and balancing by yo Snapper dealer and
its obvious W precision lawn is
a snap with
Snapper

Glidden's BEST Latex Gloss
House Paint

8

a

I

school graduates are not
eligible to attend camp.

sion lawn care

Campers will be expos-

GALLON
REG. $19.99

ed to the basic fundamenof

tals

the

and

game

divided into age groups
and instructed according
to physical capablities.

SAVE $7.00

Instruction will include
all areas of the game and
team

drills

strategy

will

and

Watson, like Stadler a
three-time winner in the
qualifying period for this

host Middle Ten-

High

school.

high

in

Tom Kite.

to start at 3

GET MEAD START
WITH SNAPPER.
A turn of the key starts the 21- selfpropelled Hi-Vac. Seleciany of the.
six forward speet (the most
t (i)
? of any lawnmower,nit:MNit
----' ideal for any cuttIng condition)and Snappdts tented
Hi-Vac deck and bps create a
removes
powerful vacuum
isjs for a
grass clippings a
precision cut and
mulch.
Economical attachrri

Lee

are

events

Field
scheduled

Cowboys.
The camp will be under

title-holder

Trevino, Tom Watson and

and Field meet.

nessee,

Transactions

last

ding

his

defen-

are

ches beginning at 5 p.m. tournament, won the T of
on the first day of tourna- C title two years in a row
broke
ment action.
Trevino
before
The second-round of through last season. He's
doubles play starts at collected two victories
8:30 a.m. Saturday with this year and played well
the finals in singles set in Augusta last week.
for 12:30 p.m. and the
year's
Kite, last
finals in doubles schedul- leading money-winner,
ed for 3 p.m.
has won once this season,
Murray State's lineup
been second in two
will include April Horn- others, third in another
ing at No. 1, Sherryl Rose and was a strong fifth in
at No. 2, Jorunn Eid at the Masters.
No. 3, Carla Ambrico at
Other top candidates
No. 4, Cheri Simmons at include PGA title-holder
No. 5 and Kathy Outland Larry Nelson, British
at No. 6. Operating in Open champ Bill Rogers
doubles competition will and U.S. Open king David
be Horning and Ambrico Graham of Australia.
at No. 1, Rouse and
In addition to Stadler,
Outland at No. 2 and Eid Watson and Rogers, the
and Simmons at No. 3.
men who have won more
Ambrico took the No. 4 than once in the last 12
singles title last year, months are Jerry Pate,
defeating Tarja Ojala of
Jay Haas, Ed Fiori and
Middle Tennessee in the Hale Irwin.
finals. Horning was the
Also in the field are
runner-up at No. 2, Eid Dave Eichelberger, Ron
placed second at No. 3 Streck, Bruce Lietzke,
and Rouse teamed with Fuzzy Zoeller, Ray •
Mary McNicholas, a Floyd, Dave Barr, John
senior on last year's Mahaffey, Peter
squad, to win the No. 3 Oosterhuis, Hubert
doubles title.
Green, Keith Fergus,
Also competing in the Jack Renner, Tom
field will be Western Ken- Weiskopf, Morris
tucky, Eastern Kentucky, Hatalsky, J.C. Snead,
Austin Peay and Ten- Lanny Wadkins, Johnny
nessee Tech.
Miller, and Andy Bean.

remain

available for the annual

Racer

563
45 35
Houston
563
45 35
Denver
350
28 52
Dallas
350
SS 52
K2Mit Cirty
300
24 56
Utah
Division
Pacific
SU
x-Los Angeles 55 25
613
51 29
y -Seattle
563
45 32
Golden State
.563
45 15
Phoenix
519
41 38
Portland
IN
16 65
San Diego
title
division
d
x-clinche
y-clinched playoff spots .
Wednesdays Games
Boston 100, Milwaukee 91
New Jersey 90, Washington 94
Philadelphia 119. Detroit 11I
K WWI City 114, Dallas 95
Chicago 120, New York 116
Denver 141, Houston 122
Phoenix 104,San Antonio 02
Los Angeles In, Utah 115
Golden State 104,Seattle 93

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Eastern Division
W L Pct. GB
45
.750
1
3
Montreal
.714 2
5
New York
45
.625
3
5
Louts
St.
264
375
5
3
Chicago
264
1
250
1
Pittsburgh
5
167
3%
1
Philadelphia
Western Division
o 1000
4
Atlanta
3%
.571
3
4
Los Angeles
4%
444
5•
Houston
4
4,
4211
4 3
San Francisco
5
4 - 133
2
San Diego
6
.250
1
2
Cincinnati
Wednesday'a Games
Atlanta 5, Cincinnati 2, 10 innings
Montreal 5, Pittsburgh 4
New York 8, Philadelphia 1
St. Louis 3, Chicago 1
Houston 2, Los Angeles 1
San Diego 3,San Francisco 2
Thursday's Games
Philadelphia Christenson 13-I ( at
New York (Zachry 1-0 i.
Pittsburgh I Rhoden 0-0) at Montreal
(Rogers 0-0 I
St. Lotus Mura 0-0 or LaPoint 0-0 at
Chicago( Bird 1-I
Los Angeles Valentuela 1-0 at San
Diego( Eichelberger 0-2(
Friday's Games
Chicago at Pittsburgh.
Montreal at New York
Atlanta at Houston.
Philadelphia at St. Louts.
Los Angeles at San Diego
Cincinnati at San Francisco

in

play

the

The

opposition.

league

nessee has fashioned a 13-

year's

California 4, Seattle 1, 20 innings.
completion of spd game
10 tnnings,
California 2, Seattle
regularly scheduled game

mark and is 5-3 against

the tournament with a 17-

year's conference tourna-

ween
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Eastern Divides'
W L Pet GB
400 2
3
Milwaukee
.508
2
2
Cleveland
500
3
3
Toronto
1•
.400
3
2
Boston
.409
1
3
2
New York
.333
145
4
2
Baltimore
1%
.333
4
2
Detroit
Western Divialso
0
1.800
4
Chicago
.467
2
1
4
Kansas City
3
1
.122
5
California
1
.125
3
5
Oakland
.500
2
4
4
Minnesota
2%
3
.400
2
Texas
.220
4
6
2
Seattle
Games
Wednesday's
Cleveland 6, Milwaukee 2
Chicago 5, Boston 4
Toronto 5, Detroit 4
Texas 4, New York 1
Kansas City 4. Baltimore 3
Oakland 7, Minnesota 5, 12 innings

enters

Tennessee,

State

Murray

dominated

Pro baseball

State

Morehead

courts.

Morehead

SCOREBOARD

ovo

among

challengers

stress

special

team situations.

WIER TMI MAKE A VERY MIPAINT,IT

Anyone interested in at-

Nunn,

tending the Racer Football Camp should contact
the

MSU

football office

(502-762-6181)

at

Sale
ion
Fash
Wintsdow
Prices
Low
Special
/
25-50%

Roy

Stewart Stadium.

Discoun

Hockey
NHL Phyllis At A Mean
DIvieleasi
Bast etUm
ThersdersGames
Quebec at Beams
NY Rangersat N.Y.labellers
Chicago at tIllaigig.
Los Angeles at Vancluver
Friday's Games
Quebec at Banton
N Y Rangers at N V islanders
Chicago St St Louis.
Issi Angeles at Vanceaver
lamb ye Games
Roston at Quebec
St Laois at Chicago
N V Islanders at N V Hansen
Vancouver at Los Angeles
Meader's Games
hasten at Quebec
Si Louis at Chicago
N Y Islanders:41 N V Rangers
Van sync, al Is. Angeles
Weenestlay. April 11
Quebe, at boson
N V Itangcra al N V Islanders
liii.ag at Si I Avis
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Everyday Low Price

Automatic
Photocell
175-Watt
Mercury
Vapor Yard
Lite

Job*,

Sale

Kodak Ektralite ;
10 Camera ;
Reg. 35.88

Sale

Reg. 3.76

1.47 3.47

Sale

3.48

•

707

32.87.

Reg. 1.87

For

Film
Not
Included

Energy
Efficient
Reg. 42.88

17

;

Center

Reg. 76'

Everyday
Low Price

Reg. 1.64

Some Items
Not Available
At Bel Air

Pima tad ••••••

16" Chain Saw

Reg. 4.96
Sale

00,,•YSe

4.111.9.

t
h e
thSSI Elin"

Reg. 1.87
Sale

'•

161101•
#

; Weekend
Sale

16 oz.
Protectant

• • v1,4,

Mon.-Sot. 9-9 Sunday 12-6
641 N.759-9995
Murray
& Bel Air Center Prices Good Thru Sunday

WALMART

16 Oz.
Cleaner

• .1,1 /1...sri

'.',11••

-•

hi7

Jojoba

Henna

Reg. 2.64
Sale

Reg. 2.13
Sale

2

1.74 1.541
•

Reg.6.97

Black & Decker Sharp N and
Drill Guide Combination

Reg. 69.92
•

38.88
-10.00

Sale
Mail
in
Rebate

Everyday Low Price

1

5•97

Sale
Mail
in
Rebate
Your Cost After Rebate

3.97

.r

Deluxe
52-Inch

Ceiling
Fan
Reg. 1.58

9 Volt or,Two Pock C or D
Reg. 8.96

Plant
11"x8 15/16"

Reg. 1.93

6-.88

sale3 97

Sale

Everyday
Low
Price

iN•=KI!WrilM

Big
Pot
13"x101/4"
Reg. $5.96 Modern

• Sale

Reg. 2.44

Reg. 3.38
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Historical preservation award nominations taken
The Ida Lee Willis
Memorial Awards Foundation and the Heritage
Division Kentucky
Department of the Arts,
are accepting nomination
for the Willis Award

Ceremony. The date is
May 27 at 2 p.m. and the
program will be at the
Paul Sawyier Library,
Fraatfort. Visitors are
invited to attend. • •
The Memorial Awards

As many as 800 structures benefited from her
effort in her lifetime.
Purpose of the awards
ceremony is to promote,
encourage apd recognize
meritorious
achievements by individuals and organizaG. CORN,JR.
tion in the preservation of
NORTH
4.16-A
lead his partner's suit and the historical, architec"I make myself laugh at of three types of hands.
•Q 9 8 7 5
everything, for fear of hav- South forced with one heart
his lead of the king into tural and cultural
•7
declarer's
A-Q managed to resources of the Coming to weep." — de Beau- and the one spade response
•9 8 5 3
give the game away.
monwealth.
marchais.
promised 0-8 points(all arti*Q 9 5
The British had to force There
There were both tears and ficial so far). South next witsr ,
EAST
are three
themselves to laugh for fear
laughter after today's unu- invited with a jump to three•J 1043
•AK2
categories
in
the awards:
of having to weep.
sual hand was played at the hearts and North declined•A 8 5 2
11 3
Ida Lee Willis Preserva•K 2
•J 10 7 6 4
1981 World Championships. with justification.
Bid with Corn
tion Award for Ex•K 10$6
Using a recently developed
West led a spade against 47 42
cellence (one recipient);
South holds: 4-15-B
SOUTH
artificial bidding system, three hearts and declarer
*A K 2
•6
Preservation Project
two of Britain's stars scored had to lose a trick in each
111 3
IPKQJ101114
Award (three recipients)
a moral triumph by braking suit for a theoretical victo•J 10 7 6 4
•A Q
short of a game that could ry. Why bid game when it
and
the Preservation Ser*K 1086
4bAJ3
not be made. Unfortunately, cannot be made?
vice Award (three reciSesta North
after the hand was replayed, Playing a normal system, Vulnerable: North-South. 1*
l•
pients).
some laughs turned to tears a Polish North passed with Dealer: West. The bidding:
ANSWER:Two clubs. One Mrs. Andrew C. Duke,
as "normal bidding" pro- North's trash and this time
West
North East
Usti
no trump is a possibility but Maysville, is chairman of
duced an unexpected turn. it was a British East who Pass
Pass
4,
the distribution points the Willis Awards FounUsing the artificial opened a normal one Pass .Pass 1*
Pass
system, John Collings of diamond. South preempted Opening lead: King of dia- towards play at a suit.
dation, which was reafSend bridp gradations to The Aces, firmed under a new
London opened the North directly to four hearts and it monds
P.O. Hos 123* Dallas, Texas 75225,
hand one diamond, a bid was time for accuracy to fly
with self-addreseed, stamped ewretope charter in February.
that migkt describe any one out the window.
West saw no reason not to for reply.
James J. Shannon, Jr.,
Foundation,a tax exempt restoration in the Comagency, was formed in monwealth. Mrs. Willis
1978 to commemorate was the wife of a former
and pay tribute to the in- governor Simeon Willis,
domitable woman whose and it was she who inname is synonymous with itiated the preservation
historic preservation and movement in the state.

THE ACES®IRA

made resources are urged to submit nomination
in the three categories.
This assures visibility in
the preservation program."
Nomination forms and
information may be
other
Other directors are
obtained
from the
Mrs. Henry Meigs,
Frankfort, Mrs. Charles Heritage Division, KenFarnsley, Louisville; tucky Department of the
Thompson Willet, Bard- Arts, Frankfort, '40601.
stown; Mrs. Lawrence C. The telephone number is
Brewer, Lexington; (502) 564-6409. April 30 is
Elliott Marcus, the deadline for nominaFrankfort; Earl Wallace, tions.
Enriching the Awards
Lexington; Mrs. Paul
Blazer, Jr., Ashland; Program May 27 will be a
Granville Clark, string ensemble directed
Russellville; Mary by Mrs. Coralie Jones of
Cronan Oppel, State Maysville. Mrs. John
Historical Preservation Stewart, Frankfort,
'heads the committee
Officer.
"Our Commonwealth responsible for the
has been a leader in flowers.
preservation and
Tax deductible gifts to
rehabilitation," Mrs. the Foundation still are
Duke said in an inter- being received. They
view. She said, "Citizens should be mailed to
concerned with Ken- James J. Shannon, Jr.,
tucky's heritage in man- Richmond,KY 40475.

Richmond, serves as
treasurer and the
secretary is Mrs. E. 0.
Kelly, Jr., Springfield.
Dr. Hambleton Tapp,
Versailles, is vicechaitman.

THE
PERFECT
COUPLE
counts.

—

Mows 60" Swath.
The Ideal Mowing
Machine for Big Jobs.
Case builds a mean tractor RugDependable. Tough. Add a
Calle mower and you have
the perfect combination for a
smooth, clean lawn

ruih

McKee! Eq.
503 Walnut
753-3062

e Honest! Have The Best Meats In Town,
Bonus Special
Choice of-1 With
$15.00 Order

Hours
•
8-7
Mon.-Sat.

15.!

Double 0 Pink

2189
441,
41

Salmon
1 39

Save S2.02
Pk
16 0.1

4 rol pkt Vol

TISSUE

Limit 2

Plus Deposit
With 515.00 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco & Dairy Prothir ts

With 515.00 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco & Dairy Products

4 Roll Pig.

u.

limit
Sinshitie trisn

Sfr* PadWaistS WI Pk.

TUNA5/12a
IfsTmis

SAUCE

87' CRACKERS
Inc

1 11.

15 oz.

Somme 111oz.

PEANUT BUTTER

1159

159'
411

r, 0.
ONION SETS
iw NION SETS
RONION SETS

Both with
$30.00
Order

line Town

JUICE
frotek's

MUSTARD
$969

MOW Pre Con

OIL

4801

CLEANER

34a

DEODORANT

kits Pi

L

Jig'. I125

kw Anis. • Ritz

I
$939

Pin Sol VON(

SOFTENER

L

$1 19

San flesh Toilet Bowl

Dovin fake

CRACA'tKS

1 le Stick $139

89c

Trite In Allflaws

POTATO CHIPS

S.,.

PRODUCE '
I
U.S. Doke kosless Sidon Tip

BELT
kree's Seel1St
:4 CHIC/IN
Ano's kV Pes. One Odle

fag florin

$329 STEAK

259

Sulks!Aritopholis

WRY
GRAPEFRUIT

Piv5LkSa

U.S. &ice Sonless Sir/sir Tip

189 ROAST

7
11
9

hull

Fig
POTATOES
CORN

.7"

-- •

.1 7
:
'..1, ,:

...:';
,!
..V.,7-1 111-'‘'',•C• ''. ••••

•

—•

••••••—•or —gr
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Balloonists ready for Great Race

THE GREAT BALLOON RACE — At 7 a.m. Saturday, April 24,(Wiather conditions permitting), at the
Kentucky Fair and Exposition Center, Louisville, 38 giant hot-air balloons will compete in the most
prestigious race of its kind in the country and one of the most popular events of the Kentucky Derby Festival.

Nearly 40 hot-air
balloons win be competing in the Kentucky
Derby Festival Great
Balloon Race and over
30,000 spectators who are
expected to be on hand at
daybreak to watch the
event can truly be called
"early risers."
The race sponsored by
Frito-Lay lifts-off at 7
a.m. (weather conditions
permitting) but crowds
start gathering at the
Kentucky Fair and
Exposition center at
dawn on the first Saturday of Festival week
(April 24).
Following a 5 .
a.m.
briefing at the Executive
Inn, the balloonists .and
their crews travel to the
launch site and start
preparing their equipment for the race. They
must await the decision
of the balloon committee,
a group of experienced
pilots and weather consultants who give the go

ahead or call a halt
depending on the
weather.
When everything is
right a long barreled cannon gives the go ahead
signal and the crews
quickly move to inflate
their rigs and take-off.
The Great balloon race
is a "hare and hound"
event. Last year's winner, the Busch Beer
balloon piloted by Ted
Staley of St. Louis, will
lead off as the hare. The
other balloons, or hounds,
will pursue the leader,
but only the wind knows
for sure where any of
them are going.
The hare will mark his
landing spot with a large
tape "X" and following
balloonists will each attempt to drop a packet of
bluegrass seed as closely
as possible to the "X"
from an altitude of 500
feet. The one whose
packet lands nearest is
the winner.

Southern States

FREE

Southern States

One Day Only...Saturday, April 17th
8:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M.

3000 White Rock or Parmenter Red
Chicks will be available under the
following conditions:

Offer good only while supply lasts. a
Please bring your own container.

Casement Windows
White And Terratone
Rough
Rough
Unit
Unit
Opening
Opening
Number
Number
48½x48½
2 C-24
/
245/8x361
C-13
245/.8x603/8
C-15
48½x36½
C-23
481
/2x603/8
C-25
723/8x361
2
/
C-33
24
5/8 x 723/8
411
'C-16
4x413/8
/
CN-235
x 723/8
2
/
481
C-26
245/8x48'/2
C-14

.

Unit
Number
24210
28210
30210
2432
- -Perma Shiekr Narroline'
Window
.7= • "
2832
— Time To Replace Your Drafty Old Windows —

Rough
Unit
Opening
Number
301/8x37½ 3032
34 1/8x371
2 28310
/
38 1/8z37½ 30310
30 1 /8x411
2 2842
/
34 1 /8x41/
2 3042
1

FOR TOP PROFITS, START YOUR
CHICKS ON SOUTHERN STATES STARTING & GROWING MASH...FEED YOUR
LAYERS ONE OF SOUTHERN STATES
LAYING MASHES.

Unit
No.
A-31
AP-321

Rough
Opening
36½x245/8
36%1723/8

11S4*

master

Rough
Opening
38 1/8x41/
2
1
34 1/8x491
2
/
381/8x49½
341/8x53½
381/8x53½

9795

Rough

• Ideal for basements. cabins
farms, boathouses. storage
and utility buildings.
•Completely prefinished
out
and

. inside
Oiening
2817 Unit
32 1/8x111 3/8
2820 Unit
32 118x23 3/8

--Ras*

Lace-Up
Casuals
Other
Famolare

Basement Units

Andersen Factory Representative Will Be Here To Help You
Cut Out
Bring Your Opening Size
With You

literature master class at
3 p.m., Monday, April 19.
That evening at 8, there
will be a chamber music
concert featuring music
that has been written or
transcribed by Reynolds.

Famolare Sandals

---2
/
361/2x361
2
/
48%081
60 V:x601
2
/

Verne Reynolds

SOUTHER'S STATES CALLOW AY SERVICE
Rt. 8, Industrial Rd.
Murray, Ky.42071
Phone: 15021 753-1423

Replace Your
Worn Out
Door With
Andersen (kalif
—20 Year
Warranty —

Perma Sniekr
Awning Windows

Wesley Foundation,
United Methodist Campus Ministry at Murray
State University, will
sponsor Wesley Jubilee,
an evening of Christian
music and entertainment. It will be Sunday
from 5:30 to 9:30 p.m. at
the parking lot.
Featured entertainment will include The
Wesley Foundation of
Austin Peay State
University performing
choral music, interpretive dance and
drama; Ronnie Peck
singing original compositions; the Lambuth
Clowns; 'Stephanie
Tebow,soloist.
Also featured will be
the choir of South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church; the
Children's Choirs and

Purchase 25 chicks and 50 pounds of
Southern States Start-N-Grow crumbles and
receive 25 more chicks free of charge.
a
First come — First served.

Can Choose
N You
Either A, B or C

In a bid process earlier
this year, WHAS Radio
was granted exclusive
rites to live broadcast
from a balloon during the
race.

Wesley Foundation
to sponsorjubilee

The Department of
Music at Murray State
University announced
Verne Reynolds will be a
guest clinician and
recitalist on April 19 and
20.
Reynolds will be giving
a solo and orchestral

Yes, Free Baby Chicks For You
Here's All YouHave To Do...

We will hold a special free Chick Day
Sale on Tuesday, April 20, 1982.

% Off List

have landed with a bottle
of wine, a tradition which
dates back to the early
days of ballooning.

Handbells from First
United Methodist
Church; the Interfaith
Center of University of
Tennessee at Martin performing magical feats,
humorous music and
choral music with selections from Godspell and
Annie.
Other entertainment
will include Keith Chism
and Light performing
gospel music; Beth
Gregory, soloist; Danny
,Craig, soloist; and Joyful
Noise singing hymns of
praise.
The Jubilee will be on
parking lot,, we-Other permitting, and each one
should bring a blanket or
lawn chair. In case of
rain, the program will be
in the auditorium of the
Mason Nursing Building,
Murray State University.

Verne Reynolds to give
clinic, solo recital at MSU

Order Now For Delivery In Late May

27

Chase Crews and field
judges who are furnished
with new Ford Ranger
trucks for the event by
Ford Motor Company,
follow the race, making
their way to the landing
site. After packing up
their rigs, the balloonists
and crews thank the property owner where they

-

9995

Men's Leather
New Shipment
Of Men's

Tennis
Shoes

Dress And
Casual Shoes

•Osaga
•Pro-Keds

4-96-98 $22"
Men's

New Shipment
Men's Wrangler

One Group

Boots

Casuals

Acme,Dingo,
Levi, Texas,
Durango
2 to 13
1
Sixes 6/

Western
Boots
495

96

:33

Work BOots
Men's Lace
Up8" Work

Boots
Low Price $895

9

Men's

Golf Shoes

$18

Factory Discount Shoes
16th

Main

Mon.-Sat. 9-6

Sun. 1-6

753-9419

On Tuesday, Reynolds
will be giving 'a master
class on ensemble playing at 10:30 a.m. Also,
time and space permitting, some massed horn
playing will be featured.
That evening Reynolds
will be performing the
Karl Stamitz Concerto for
Horn and Winds which he
has transcribed. The
wind ensemble will be
performing his newest
work for band, Concerto
for Band.
Admission to all events
is free. All clinics will be
in Farrell Recital Hall in
the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Building. Those in- '
terested in attending this
event, should return
registration forms immediately. The schedule
of events is as follows:
Monday,April 19
3 p.m. Solo and Orchestral Audition, Master
Class, Farrell Recital
Hall.
8 p.m. "Reynolds"
Chamber Concert, Farrell Recital Hall.
Tuesday,April 20
10:30 a.m. Horn
Ensemble, Master Class,
Farrell Recital Hall.
8:00 p.m. Wind Ensemble, Gerald Welker, Conductor, Verne Reynolds,
Hornist, Lovett
Auditorium.
Reynolds began study
of the violin and piano at
an early age and at 13
began playing the horn.
He has degrees in composition from the Cincinnati Conservatory of
Music, the University of
Wisconsin and has
studied at the Royal College of Music in London.
As a performer he has
been a member of the
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra, the American
Woodwind Quintet and
from 1959-1968 was principal horn of the
Rochester Philharmonic.
As a teacher he has been
on the faculties of the
University of Wisconsin,
Indiana University and is
currently professor of
horn at / the Eastman
School of Music.
Reynolds is one of the
original members of the
Eastman Brass Quintet
and has recorded and
traveled extensively with
that group. As a composer he has written for
orchestra, chorus, solo
performers and much
chamber music.
He has received
awards and commissions
from the Louisville Orchestra, Cineinhati Symphony Oreheatra, University of Wisconsin, University of Michigan, Baylor
University, Doe
Severinsen, Eastman
School of Music, etc. He
has a continuing project
of transcribing
Renaissance and early
Baroque music for per,
formance by wibd instruments.
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Infant to be allowed to die
INDIANAPOLIS (AP)
— A mentally retarded
infant who can't eat
because of a birth defect
will be allowed to die instead of getting an operation to correct the problem.
After an emergency
hearing Wednesday, the
Indiana Supreme Court
voted 3-1 not to interfere
with a decision by the'
child's unidentified
parents to forgo treatment for their 6-day-old
son, who' suffers from
Down's syndrome.
Meanwhile, a couple in
Evansville said Wednesday they would like to
adopt the dying baby.
"How can they let a lit-

tle baby starve to death?
In my mind I can't comprehend that," said
Shirley Wright, whose 3year-old daughter also
has Down's syndrome.
She said she heard about
the case on the radio and
with her husband, Bobby,
hired a lawyer to contact
the Bloomington couple.
In addition to D'own's
syndrome, the little boy,
who was identified only
as "Infant Doe," has an
improperly formed
esophagus that does not
allow food taken through
his mouth to reach his
stomach.
Doctors advising the
boy's parents said they
could perform surgery to

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
*CROSS
1 In favor of
4 Warm
9 Name
12 Time period
13 Join
14 Land of the
free: abbr.
15 Existed
16 Stubborn
animal
17 South
African
Dutchman
18 Tuft of
feather
20 26th Pres.
21 Liquid meas.
23 Beverage
24 Evening party
28 Musician's
. asset
30 Sets of three
dramas
32 Word of
sorrow

34 High card
35 Classify
36 Able
39 Stalernate
40 Guarantee
41 Obstruct
43 Comparative
ending
44 Scale note
45 Repulse
47 Farm building
50 Rent
51 Poem
54 Be in debt
55 Downy duck
56 Uncooked
57 In music, high
58 Ogles
59 Change the
color of
DOWN
1 Not many

2 Money of
yore
3 Grate
4 Violent
outburst
5 Count
6 Heap
7 Follower of.
Suf
8 Charles —
Gaulle
9Pair
10 Employ
11 Prohibit
17 Ship's
prisons
19 Scale note
20 Also
21 Tranquility
22 Claw
24 Slimmer
25 Disturbance
26 Uncanny
27 Chemical
dimpound
29 Flock
mernbers
1

2

III
lil

Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle

DIM DODD 001512
MUM IMMU MU=
CUicuu Lll UD
MVO OMM OIDU
UMUU UCO UM
UIDID LIEU MUUOU
MU MUUMUU CM
MUGU MOO UUU
UM DUC MUM
CDLI DUU BUM
DO DOM MUUMUU
MUD UUMU UDM
UUMO DOM UM
31 Dessert treat
33 Retect
37 Before
38 Candles
42 NH's neighbor
45 Be borne
46 Nobleman
47 Neckpiece

3

4

III

lil
lii

5

8

48 Shoemaker's
tool
49 Soak
50 Hasten
52 Time period
53 Flock
member
55 Overhead
train

x
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correct the defect or do
nothing. The parents
chose to withhold all food
and drink from the baby
after his birth Friday.
The hospital asked for a
legal ruling, and two
Bloomington judges
upheld the parents' right
to forgo treatment.
But Monroe County
Prosecutor Barry Brown
ACCEPTS CHECK — Dean Ross (left) accepts a
and Phillip C. Hill intervened. Hill was ap- cheek for $200 from Paul Mansfield of the Murray
pointed guardian for-the Lions Club. The Jr. Babe Ruth League is for youth
child and he and Brown 13-15. The Lions Club will be sponsoring a team in
this league.
asked the state Supreme
Court to override the
judges' decision and
order either surgery or
intravenous feedings for
the child.
Deputy Prosecutor
Lawrence Broder urged
the court to act because
the child "is at this very
moment at Bloomington
Hospital starving to
death." He said the infant
has "a constitutionally
guaranteed right to live."
Andrew Mallor, a
Bloomington lawyer
SPONSORS TEAM — Marvin Mills (right) presirepresenting the parents dent of the Kiwanis Club, presents Todd Ross a
and one of the judges, check for $200 in sponsoring a Jr. Babe Ruth
baseball team. Linda Begley was also present as
disagreed.
"We are dealing not the speaker of the evening. Jr. Babe Ruth is for
with a condemnation of young people 13-15 year old.
death," he said. "We are
dealing with two appropriate methods of
treatment for a very sad
case."
EVANSVILLE, Ind.
At the same time, they
Beyond the legal
aspects of the case, (AP) — Despite opposi- reaffirmed their commitMallor said, there is a tion by state officials, ment to the idea.
Grader said patients
very practical problem: Welborn Baptist Hospital
In order for the surgery' will begin emergency who use the helicopter
to be effective, it should helicopter ambulance service to or from area
h6spitals that have signhave been done within 24 service in late May.
Michael Grader, direc- ed an agreement with
hours of the baby's birth.
Even then, there was only 'tor of planning at Welborn would be charga 50 percent chance of Welborn, said the service ed only a liftoff fee and
will be available in a 90- mileage and not capital
success, he added.
mile radius around expenses.
Evansville.
Blankenbaker also
Grader said the service criticized the lack of coorwould save many lives dinated planning among
and help make Welborn and the two
Evansville a regional other Evansville
medical center.
hospitals on the proposal.
Dr. Ronald BlankenHe noted a similar serLOUISVILLE, Ky. baker, state health com- vice probably will be
(AP) — A segment of the missioner, agreed that started in Louisville
movie "Bless 'em All" lives would be laved but within the year.
will be filmed Friday at said the proposal is not
Grader said Welborn
Louisville Atherton High cost efficient.
officials will contact
School.
Blankenbaker tried to about 60 other hospitals in
The movie company ground tire proposal the area about signing a
will also be taking ap- Tuesday by refusing state cooperative agreement
plications at the high approval for it.
for use of the helicopter.
school for extsas for
Technically, the
At first, the service
scenes to be shot at hospital did not have to would be used to
French Lick Hotel in In- seek state approval, transport critically ill padiana on April 19 and 20.
which is necessary to tients from small area
The producers said receive reimbursements hospitals to larger cities
they need volunteer from federal Medicare such as Evansville where
junior and senior high and Medicaid programs more specialized care
school students for the for capital expenditures isavailable.
segment Friday, which related to medical serLater, patients could be
will be shot at 2 p.m.
vices.
removed directly from
Young people wishing
For the 18-month trial accident scenes to
to appear as extras period, however, the hospitals, Welborn ofshould be dressed in $749,539 project will be ficials said.
school clothes. They will underwritten by Welborn
The Evansville area is
not be paid.
Foundation, a separate, served by a similar
However, the adult ex- non-profit organization emergency helicopter
tras chosen for the that raises money for the ambulance service proFrench Lick scenes will hospital.
vided by U.S. Army perbe paid $25 per day.
Hours after Blanken- sonnel stationed at Fort
The applicants should -baker's announcement, Campbell, Ky. That serbring a photograph and hospital officials vice, however, is often
resume and- will be withdrew their proposal unavailable because of
notified later if they have but left the door open for military priorities,
been selected.
resubmission.
Welborn officials said.

Despite opposition, hospital
to have ambulance choppers

Milli Movie segment
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Getting ready
to be given away?
Organize your thoughts about the big day with a
WELCOME WAGON Engaged Girl call. As the
WELCOME WAGON Representative, I have some
lovely free gifts for you and good advice from bridal
experts on how to make your wedding the kind
you've always wanted.
Call now and let me help you get ready to be a
beautiful bride.

-

9#0/c14.9.7t,

, Kathryn Outland 753-3071
Hostesses
Ingeborg King (Asst.)492-8348
Mary Hamilton (Asst.) 753-5570

KENLAKE STATE PARK
DINING ROOM

Seafood Duffel May NO
Soup- Natlagoad Clem Claw&
Entrees Include:
Steamed Coast Shrimp, Chesapeake Bay Oyster on
Half Shell, Breaded Ocean Clam Strips, Tasty Shrimp
Fried Rice, Breaded Filet of Cod Kenlake Style, Broiled
Filet of Ocean Perch, Lemon Butter, Breaded Extra
Select Oysters, Breaded Gulf Coast Shrimp
Vegetables
Assortment of Tasty Hot Vegetables, Cheese Table
With Assorted Ky. Made Cheeses, and Fresh Fruit
Salad With 2 Salad Bars Filled With Items to Create a
Salad of Your Choice. Assorted Desserts on Our
Dessert Table.

'

Gallery displays original art
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By Philip Deaver
The month is half over
now, and the weather has
improved. Strollers in the
court square should know
that something new has
been added — the
Upstairs Downtown
Gallery, at 401A Maple
St., just above the J.
William Phillips law office sign on the south side
of the square. The current show in the
new gallery is the work of
Marty Welch, a Murray
State student from
Louisville, and Murray
artist Jerry Speight, a
professor in the Art
Department at MSU.
The two kinds of work
represented in the show
should be in striking,
almost impossible contrast to one another.
Welch is a printmaker,
and his serigraphs are
clean, rose-hued, and architectural. He said that
he's interested in depicting space through
perspective, and each of
his prints explores the
ramifications of the
vanishing point and the
horizon line as well as the
light and shadow among
the edifices he creates.
He developed his interest in perspective doing pen and ink drawings
of the old homes in
Louisville; yet for me the
relationship of this work
to photography is in-

escapable.
Speight on the other
hand uses graphite, glue,
and the tools of drawing.
While this is Welch's first
public exhibit, Speight
has been showing for
years. While the work of
Welch is mostly quite
new, you could call the
exhibit a retrospective
for Speight — he is showing work done as early as
1972 and as recently as
January of this year.
His earlier drawings of
plants and flowers have a
stark quality. They aren't
the charming, precisely
rendered, lyrical contemplations of plant and
flowers you might expect.
There is something about
his use of graphite,
something about his point
of view — his distance
from the still-lies — that
suggests thunder in the
background. They are
mood pieces. In the
newer work, it is the
mood that survives, not
the subject matter.
_ Evolving to a more
abstract presentation,
Speight's work first explored the fourth dimension, motion, then
adopted, most recently, a
rigid, hard-lined threedimensional character.
But through it all is this
certain mood, steady and
identifiable, as the artist
wrestles in black and
white with the confinements of the frame

CHATTANOOGA,
Tenn.(AP) — The owner
and operator of a coal
mine in which 13 men
died in a December explosion face a third
lawsuit, a $4 million action filed for two children
of a dead miner.
The suit, filed Wednesday in U.S. District
Court, alleges that the
mine's owner, Tennessee
Consolidated Coal Co.,
and the company's subsidiary and mine
operator, Grundy Mining
Co., were negligent in the
deaths in the Dec.8 explosion.
" The suit charges that
the companies failed to
give the men a safe place
to work and that supervisors ordered the miners
to stay in the mine
despite being aware of
dangerous levels of explosive methane gas inside.
The <, suit also alleges
that Grundy Mining Co.
was not in compliance
with the state's

workmen's compensation
law' when the blast occurred. The suit said
Grundy Mining failed to
either maintain insurance coverage or
function as a self-insured
entity.
The suit was filed on
behalf of Regina Michele
Hairel, 7, of Rock Springs, Ga., and Sherrie
Elaine Wilbourn, 8, of
Dalton, Ill. The suit said
they are the sole surviving children of Franklin
E. Wilbourn, 29, of
Gruetli, Tenn., one of the
13 miners killed in the explosion. He left no surviving spouse, the suit said.
The suit demands a
jury trial, court costs and
a total of $4 million in
compensatory and
punitive damages.
Paul Kelly, a lawyer
for Tennessee Consolidated, said the companies deny the claims of
negligence.
"Our position is that
these people are entitled
to workmen's compensa-

MADISONVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Two Madisonville men remain
hospitalized following an
accident Sunday when a
land mine exploded on
the Fort Campbell
military post.
Roger Skaggs, 18, and
Ellis Wayne Whitmer Jr,
20, were taken to' the
Madisonville Regional
Medical Center. Skaggs

was in fair condition and
Whitmer in poor-tocritical condition, according to a spokesman.
Skaggs' injuries were
to the leg and right arm
while Whitmer sustained
injuries to both legs, an
arm and the head.
Lt. Roger King of the
Fort Campbell public affairs office said his office
had "extemelv limited i -

Boat Works Open 7 Days a Week 8-S
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Buchanan Feed

:14

474-2211

, Highway 95

743-5378

Industrial Rd.-

.KENLAKE STATE PARK

OD II

PURINA
CHOWS

Murray, Ky.

Aurora, Ky.

.4mwo

Saturday and Sunday,
April 17 and 18 10 to S
View Jonathan Creek from the deck of
our 39 foot Explorer Houseboat.
Pontoon Boots from 18 ft. to 28
• Decktbats from 16'i ft. to 22-ft.

Entire Koyot Fleet ,of pontoon boots
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tion, but not common-law
recovery," Kelly said.
Federal mine' inspectors have said there were
dangerous levels of explosive methane gas in
the mine which contributed to the explosion,
which occurred in the No.
21 mine near Whitwell,
about 40 miles northwest
of Chattanooga. The inspectors have said the
blast was apparently
touched off when one
miner lit an illegal
cigarette. Federal law
prohibits miners to bring
smoking materials into a
mine.
The federal Mine Safety and Health Administration has not
issued its final report on
the Whitviell explosion,
and a spokesman said
Monday he doesn't expect
the report before May.
The suit was filed by
Rebecca Louise Hairel,
natural mother of
Regina, and Sue Wood,
natural mother of Sherrie.

4

formation."
-The incident involving
two civilians being injured at the Fort Campbell military reservation
is being investigated by
the Army criminal investigation command,"
he said.

Jerry D. Skaggs,father
of the injured man,said a
We At Buchanan
party of five was "looking
for
a place to fish and
Seed
Feed And
hunt
and just stumbled
S.
onto it (the mine)
AV
‘s
LON
Invite
somehow."
He was able to make
only limited comment
Everyone
61
/
111-1\ this
*Pse"6446
morning because
ON
THE
WATER
federal officials asked
By
To Stop
"not to talk about it"
BOAT SHOW) him
until he is interviewed by
Sportsman'
And Compare Our
the FBI.
Skaggs said he went
back to .the post Monday
Boat Works\4b and
Prices On All
talked with members
of the Army's criminal inLocated
on
Hwy.
68
at
Jonathan
Creek
Needs'.
Lawn & Garden
vestigation division about
Adjacent to Sportsman's Marina

There is a difference! Ask your
neighbors about us.
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Two men remain hospitalized
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Chemicals
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and the two dimensionality of traditional artistic boundaries.
The frame of the piece
is gradually being absorbed in Speight's work,
becoming not part of the
presentation of the art
but part of the art.
My qualifications as an
art critic are zip, so you
might consider me merely one of the people that
had a moment on a pretty
day to visit the Upstairs
Downtown Gallery. I
came to the work of
Speight and Welch the
way anyone would, willing to respond to what I
see. And there on the
new-painted walls, in
strict alternation, are the
quite different, fiercely
energetic works of two
young artists. It is a
mystery to me why the
exhibit works so well as a
whole, why the contrasting works so clearly
complement one another.
Maybe you can figure it
out when you visit. The
prices, incidently, seem
extremely reasonable
considering the quality of
the work.
The Upstairs
Downtown Gallery is a
private, commercial
gallery which deals in
original art. There is a
different show every
month and the space is
already booked for exhibits way ahead.

the incident. He said
military police told him
the FBI would be in contact with him "sometime
this week."
Skaggs said he had
heard nothing more from
federal authorities. He
said deta4immediately
following the accident are
"a little indistinct" in his
memory.
"The only thing I did
when it happened was we
got the boys in the truck
and I got, them-to lb.
hospital as fast as I could.
After, what happened
there,'only God in heaven
knows ... I don't know
how I got to the hospital'
he said.
They can have all the
deer and fish and
everything else up
there," Skiigs
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I. Legal Notice

1. Legal Notice

Civil Action Flle No.81-CI-150
Commissioner's Sale
The Commonwealth Of Kentucky,
Calloway Circuit Court Cole Electric Supply, Inc., Plaintiff, versus Dwight
Rutledge, Anthony Rutledge, Pete
Rutledge and Robert Rutledge Defendant.
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment and ,order of
sale of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered
at the March 26 Term thereof 1982, in the
above cause, for the sum of Twenty Eight
Hundred Sixty and 65/100 ($2,860.65)
Dollars, with interest at the rate of eight per
cent per annum from the 7th day of August
1980, until paid and its cost therein I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the Court House
door in the-City of Murray Kentucky, to the
highest bidder, at public auction on the 22nd
day of April, 1982, at 1:00 o'clock p.m., or
thereabout,for cash, the following described
Property, to-wit:
- Block No. 3 of
Lots Nos. 19 and 20,
Bishop's East View Addition to the town of
Murray, Kentucky, Plat to which is of
record in Deed Book No. 31, at page No.
406 in the office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court. Being real property conveyed to Anthony Rutledge by
James P. Rutledge, et al, of record in
Microfilm Book 161, Cabinet 1, Drawer 13,
Card 2825, and the said Anthony Rutledge
having obtained a 1/6 undivided interest
by inheritance from Havanna Rutledge,
see Affidavit of Descent of record in
Microfilm Bbok 161, Card 2367, all in the
office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court.
This property is located at 405 South
FirSt Street and is presently known as
'Rutledge Funeral Home."
For the purchase prim the purchaser
must execute bond, with approved
securities bearing legal interest from the
day Of sale, until paid, and having the
force and effect of a judgment. Bidders
will be prepared to comply promptly with
these terms.
Frank L. Ryan
Master Commissioner Calloway Circuit
Court

1

AUDIT
BIDS
West Kentucky
Allied Services,
Inc., a nonprofit
corporation, is accepting bids for
their FY '82 audit.
Contact Carol
Wilson, P. 0. Box
736, Mayfield, Kentucky 42066 or call
247-4046. Deadline
is April 26, 1982. An
Equal Opportunity
Employer.

%twin mending 8
a.m. to mesa raig Sr
shin 1813 Wiswail
Road.

Antiques
We Buy
Sell
COMO by and see our
Weather Vane's

MAIN
STREET
HOUSE
ANTIQUES
602 Main Street
Murray, Ky.
9:00 to 5:00 Mon..
Sat.; 1:00 to 5:00
Sun.
Need female room mate
to share nice 2 bedroom
house close to campus.
Call 753 9265.

For Sale

NOTICE
Business Hours
for the Murray
Ledger & Times
are 8 a.m. - 5
p.m. Monday
through Friday;
Saturday 8-12.

Olympic Plaza
753-7113

Will the person who hit
a little black and white
female dog on 121 South
April 7, please call
753 8118. We want to
thank you personally .
for taking care of her.
We can copy your old
family photographs while
you wait and you take the
original copy back home

Carter Studio
300 Main 753-8298

1/2 Price
Sale

753-1916

CI

Gold & Silver
Wholesale
Jewelers Inc.

Open,em.
to!

46

You Won't Believe
The Bargains You
Can Find In Our
Classified
Section
The Murray
Ledger & Times
REMEMBER THE LAST
TIME I PLAYED
AGAINST HIM...

Large assortment
of genuine 74 Kt.
gold dipped leaf
pendants and earrings
36 different styles
$2.95 Each

Kenny Rogers jeans,
western shirts, and
western dress slacks.
Buy one pair at
regular price and get
the second item at
half price.

I'VE GOT
$999,999.99
IN THE
BANK

Vernon's
Olympic Plaza
753-7113
Open 9-9
C IOW UMW ieNhon.11yralcala. Inc

COLJLP I
TAKE IT HomE
TO REAP AGAIN
TONIGHT?

5. Lost and Found

I'VE BEEN
HAVING TROUBLE
FALLING ASLEEP
LATELY

Lost: long haired black
cat. Reward offered.
Call 753 0344

6. Help Wanted

fr

E COULD REALLY
FALL FOR A GUY LIKE
RON,IF HE ONLY WAD
A LITTLE MORE
AMBITION

eeFoote He Feu_
AOLEEP..SHE 5Ato A NAME,ME OWN —
NORADA. IT'S CLEAR THOSE TERRIBLE
EVENTS 12 YEARS 040 CAuSE0
•
AMNESIA.

wHArS

74411.610i4T
.THAT 13R0oCH
CLEARED HER
MIND. IF THAT
PIAMON17 IS
REAL, IT'S
WORTH Aj
FORTUNE .

I

WRON4
WIT14
THAT

,0%

Wanted: Travel
Trailer, Motor Home
Owners .Share in the
profits of the World's
Fair. For more information call 1-800- 2383614.
Wanted mature person
to babysit 5 nights a
week. Call 753 6589
before 3p.m. Wanted: someone to
- keep an infant and do
light house work in our
home. Send references
and resume to PO Box
1040H Murray, Ky.
42071.

Will break and disc
gardens. Call 753 5463 or
753 0144.
-Will work on lawn
mowers, chain saws,
riding mowers, tillers,
any small engine. 1001
Glendale East off of
12th Street. 753 4590.

10. Business Opportunity

Li

Amway Distributor
needed. Calf 797 8733.
Experienced body shop
personqel. Body man,
painter, helper, and
buffer. Apply at Smyth
Body Shop 104 N. 4th
Murray, Ky.
General office work.
- Local Optometrist of
fice. Tues. through Sat.
Send -resume to PO Box
10100 Murray, Ky.
42071.
"Million dollar merchandising firm looking
for full or part time
management help. Will
train. Send resume."
Reply to PO Box 1010F
Murray, Ky. 42071.
Nurses -needed, RN or
LPN. Applicatons are
- ttrtt - -being- -accepted
time or part time, have
positions available for
any shi,11. Excellent
salary and benefits
Apply in person or call
Care Inn, 507 747 0700.
Strong high school boy
Jar planting torsia
grdssplugs 436 5451
W,Interl
Par! tilne
1.11.11C OPP r of lur.for I 1.11111
theft opii•riiiion
Krply
I o 1' c) 111, a I 0 10 I
Mortar, I( if 1/11/1

2 years old.
1
Couch 4 /
Excellent condition.
$150. Call 489 2704.
For Sale: Living room
suit and piano. Phone
753-1986 or 753-1471.

%Seal Norm

19. Farm Equipment

*Parts
*kiss

•

135 Deluxe Massey
Ferguson tractor only
400hrs. total time. Same
as new tractor: Also car
hauling trailer. Good
condition. Contact Ho
ward Brandon 753 4389
or 753 5960.
660 Case combine 1971
model. 410 Massey 1972
model combine. Quick
attach header. Call
_51_2 623 8839

*Service

Stokes
Tractor &
Implement
ladestrial Read
753-1319

OPERATING ROOM RN
Full time position 7 to 3 Monday - Friday.
Must be available for call. Excellent
salary, good benefits, holidays and sick
days.

COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
MAYFIELD, KY.

BUILD A BUSINESS,
Start in your own
neighborhood if you
wish. Exceptional opportunity for growing
income with fast repeat
customer sales. Meet
the others who done it.
Call 753 0940, from 5 to 9
PM. ONLY.

247-S211

Kirby Vacumn Cleaners
Sales and Service

13. For Sale or Trade
1970 34 ton Chevy
pickup. LWB in good
condition. Would con
sider trade at owners
differences for riding
nTower or small tractor.
Phone 759 4515 6 9p.m.
only.
For sale or trade es
tablished business in
good location. Price
negotiable. Any re
asonable offer con
sidered. Owner financing available. Call .7534109 after 5p.m.
For trade dark fired
tobacco base for burley
pounds. Call 753 8875.

20 years experience

Jerry's Sporting Goods
6th 8, Walnut
.
Mayfield
247-4704

14. Want to Buy
Stamp and coin collec
tion or accumulation.
Call after 3p.m.
767 4169.

$1.00

Azaleas
(All 1 Gal.)

15. Articles for Sale
Snapper garden tiller in
good condition. Call
189 7651 after 6p.m.
We buy and sell used air
conditioners. Call 753

-

Geraniums

$1.00

Hanging Baskets....$3.99-$.5.99
Tomatoes, Pamirs, Bidding Plants, Onion Sots,
Said Potatoes, Strawberries, Cabbage, Cauliflower,
Broccoli, lkunol Sprout, Lettuce, DePeek
Shads Tress, Fruit Tram Roses, Stubs, runt=
Illockloorrist, Haw Plots,Cactus, 411111.11111116.
°poi 7 Deis • Hours II • 6,
9014824406

11i. te French Pro
9W1134
vincial bedroom suite,
NO site canopy bed,
dresser with mirror,
desk *with bookcase.
Call 436 2619 after 5p.m.

HUTCHENS PLANT
FARMS GREEN HOUSES

16. Home Furnishings
Water beds, mattress
$54. Mattress heater,
liner, frame and pedis
tal $199. Do it yOrSelf
kit 1129. Also full tine of
accessories. Up to 15
year warranty. Wood
crafters Hwy 60 W,
Paducah, Ky. 444 9003.

tooled IN silos
lost et Otani. Ili
Town writ el Stet
Use Id.
Stt gide.. tore
tott. ro I site
MEW

217-lic

17. Vacuum Cleaners

Buy one pair of boots
at regular price get
the second pair at half
price. Dress boots,
work boots and side
zips.

AS SOON AS I OPENED
THE CAN OF BALLS,
HE CALLED THEM "OUT"!

19. Farm Equipment

16. Home Furnishings

6. Help Wanted

9. Situation Wanted

LOOK!

DAVID M.BALE NTINE,SHERIFF

YES--MY DAD
IS
THAT
SET UP
A TRUST
YOUR
FUND
BANK—.
BOOK?)FOR ME

GARAGE
SALE

2. Notice

1 Legal Notice

By virtue of a Judgment in the Calloway
Circuit Court, in favor of Purdom's, Inc.
against James Pete Rutledge and execution upon said Judgment, the Sheriff of
Calloway County will offer for Sale on the
21 day of April, 1982, at the hour of 10:00
a.m., at the South door of the Courthouse
in Murray, Kentucky, the following
described personal property:
A White/Westinghouse Window Air Conditioner, 27,000 BTU, Model AS277B2K1,
Serial Number ABD 213184.
The terms of sale will be cash to the
highest and best bidder, with possession
granted the successful purchaser the day
of sale or at anytime within one (1) week
thereafter.
The air conditioner can be examined at
the office of Purdom's, Inc., at 202 South
Fifth Street, Murray,Kentucky.

BOOBIE COMPLAINS ABOUT
EVERYTHING, AND BENNY
CALLS EVERYTHING 'OUT"

•on t lip co us to oy
_tor your family s color.
WE setting appointment
Carter Studio
in
300 Main 753 8298

Civil Action File No.81-CI-370
Commissioner's Sale
The Commonwealth Of Kentucky,
Calloway Circuit Court Bank Of Murray,
Plaintiff, versus Jerry D. Lowery and
wife, Rebecca Lowery and Liberty National Bank And Trust Company Defendant.
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of
sale of the Calloway Circuit Court
rendered at the March 12th Term thereof
1982, in the above cause, for the sum se
The Judgement,Interest Accrued And Accruing, Insurance until paid and its cost
therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at
the Court House door in the City of Murray Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at
public auction on the 22nd day of April
1982, at 1:00 o'clock p.m., or thereabout,
upon a credit of 30 days, the following
described property,to-wit:
Lot No. 1 in Block A in Crestmere Subdivision to the Town of Murray, Kentucky,
as shown by plat of record in the office of
the Clerk of the Calloway County Court in
Plat Book 2, page 72.
For source of title see Microfilm Book
160, Cabinet 1, Drawer 12, Card 866, in the
office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court.
For the purchase price, the purchaser
must execute bond, with approved
securities, bearing legal interest from the
day of sale, untif paid, and having the
force and effect of a judgment. Bidders
will be prepared to comply promptly with
these terms.
Frank L. Ryan
Master Commissioner Calloway Circuit
Court

SHERIFF'S SALE

LOOK WHO WE PLAY
IN THE FIRST ROUND...
'CRYBABY" BOOBIE AND
AD CALL" BENNY!

2. Notice

1. Legal Notice,

1. Legal Notice

Last New 81 Mustang

Ory

and Service
SOO Maple St.
759-4801

Red/white vinyl roof, automatic, white
sidewall tires, power sterring, power
brakes, air, AM-FM Radio, interior accent group, oval mirrors, tinted glass,
pin stripes, cigar lighter, body side
molding, 24 months or 24,000 mi. Ford
care warranty.

.Parker Ford Inc. $118151
atter rebate

Under New
Management

19. Farm Equipment
1000 and 1415
gallon NH3 Nurse
tanks with or
without wagon and
flotation tires.
Tool Bars, 5 to 9
row in 15 ft. to 21
ft. widths. A complete supply of
tanks, pumps,
valves and NH3
accessories.

PRE-SEASON SALE
Season Passes for the MurrayCalloway County Swimming Pool
may be purchased now thru May
28. Purchase prior to May 7 to be
eligible for a free season pass.

Family Passes - $60.00
Single Passes - $30.00

James 1..
Kellet Co.

Passes may be purchased at the
Park office, 10th & Payne St.,
phone 753-7640.

Sikeston,
Mo. 63801
314-471-0988

RENTALS
NEED IT? - RENT IT!
We Rent almost everything for Home
or Contractor
Ai .4E0,
1
4 1

MORTAR MIXERS

STUD GUNS
Ii W t.7, A

CHAIN sAWS

RENTAL SALES

753-8201

CENTER

200 E Main Murray
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19. Farm Equipment
2 12in Plows for Ford
tractor 436 5830
For sale 3 12in. lord
Trip Plows, like new.
Phone day 753 7668,
night 753 2394 or see at
405 S. 4th St., Murray,
Ky.
For sale 656 Int. Diesel
Farm Tractor 2500
hours, extra nice, ex
cellent condition, 1 ow
ner. Also t 14in. Int.
plows, 12ft. Int. wheel
disc, will sell seperate
or together. Day 753
7668, night 753 2394 or
see at 405 S. 4th St.,
Murray, Ky.
Hesston Tractor Rental
Program, 15 cents per
H.P., Minimum 24
hours. A & I, Inc.
Dresden Hwy., Paris,
Tn., 1 901 642-85.44.
Lombard gas trimmer
With blade. Regular
$189.95 on .sale for
$169.95. Master till tiller
• regular $379. on sale for
$329. Stokes Tractor
Industrial Rd.

20. Sports Equipment
Colt 22, Arizona Ranger
Centenial (new in case)
$300., Civil War Centenial (new in case)
$200., Nevada Centenial
(new) $250., New Frontier Buntline (like new)
$250. 4 Aces Derringer
22 short (new) $100.,
1903 Martin 22 pump
(good) $100., Stevegs
Crackshot (good) $100.,
Browning 22 Auto Belgium made with
Browning scope (like
new) $300., Winchester
Model 97 (like new)
$400., Sako 22 250 (like
new) $350. 753-5751 or
7518673.

22. Musical

INFLATION
FIGHTER
Check our prices
and save. Car
Stereo by:
SONY
SANYO
MARANTS
PIONEER
Expert installation
and service.

WORLD OF
SOUND
--I122 S. 12th
7534865

1

REPOSSESSED
ORGAN
One half already paid
balance duo or monthly payments.

CLAYTON'S
753-7575
23. Exterminating
%t•
/ ‘64%

t„>._

Kelley's Termite
Ili Pest Control
Phone 753-3914

23. Exterminating

klfscellaneous

Aloe Vera liquid $9.
quart, $27. gallon. Gene
& Jo's 705 S. 4th
7534320. Makes you feel
good! Also other Aloe
Vera products include
Shampoo, make up,
body lotion, soap, and
For termites
bath oil.
roaches, ants
Camper top for
any pests
longwheel base pickup,
walk-in door, sliding
side glass $125. Call
189-2510.
Fiberglass steam bath.
24. Miscellaneous
Like new! Call after
1975 Pinto station wa
4p.m. 753-8380.
gon. V-6 automatic, air For sale 2 heavy
duff,
condition $1600. 10ft.
work benches, couch,
cab over camper sleeps swivel chair,
4 has water holding humidifier. Call
tank, gas stove battery 753-3418.
or electric, lights. Nice.
$850. 19ft. travel trailer
26. TV-Radio
tandem axle sleeps 6,
electric or gas refrigerator. Midas Frolic
1973. $2850. 4-950 16.5 tam 25 inch TV, Only
25.00 per month.
tires $25. each 8 ply.
Call 753-8590.
New warranty.
40 Watts per channel
CLAYTON'S
Lloyd's stereo. 6 months
753-7575
old with belt driven
turntable, tuner, and
dolby cassette, player
27. Mobile Home Sales
recorder.
. Speakers
contain 12in. woofer, 12x60 with extention.
7in. mid range, 3in. Holly Park $7500. Can
tweeter. Asking $600. be seen at Almo, Ky.
Call anytime 753-2534.
Ray Starks 753-3634.
Air conditioner 24,000 12x65 Trailer for sale or
BTU(Sears) two semi rent with option to buy.
pro ton speeds, wood 759-1987.
burning stove, electric 12x70 3 bedroom mobile
self-cleaning home for sale. Call after
oven(Sears), bunk 4p.m. 759-4856.
beds, trundle bed,
dresser and bookcase. Extra nice 1978 14)(60
trailer for sale. Central
Call 753-6002 after 4p.m.
heat and air, underpinning, and partially furWholesale to the nished. 753-5677.

STATE WIDE
P[ST
CONTROL

753-7794

public. Fast Repair
and Gems. Handmade Gold and
Silver Jewelry.

- Leo's Immeadiate
hwelrv Repair
404N. 1210 7S311199
For sale- Used office
desks, wood or metal
from $50. up, also office
chairs, extra nice
checkout counters,
other office equipment,
card display racks 'and
magazine racks, gas
heaters for shops, water
drinking fountains,
flourescent lights (4ft. &
8ft.), nice used pool
table. Call day 753-7668,
night 753-2394 or see at
405 S. 4th St., Murray,
Ky.
For sate: horse trailer,
deep well pump, wire,
and pipe. 435-4463.
Free wood. Tree
already cut into pieces.
505 Walnut. Across from
Bus Station.
New compressor air
tanks, 110 gallon capacity, 14i in. thick steel
walls $150. Also some
used tanks of larger
capacity. Call 502-8987608 after 5p.m.
Tobacco sticks 13 cents.
Call 3152861.
Travel trunks $39.95
large, $49.95 each.
Saddle bags $59.95 pair.
Motorcycle Parts and
Service 307 N. 4th
759-1919. Open 4-6 afternoons, Sat. 9-3.
Used riding lawn
mowers_ See Keith at
Stokes Tractor and
Implement. 753-1319.
Yama-ha YZ80, cold
drink machine, 'new
pony bridle. Call 7594617 days, or 753-6632
nights.

1982 White E.X.P.
4 speed overdrive, maintance free
N.D. battery, front disc brakes, reclining
low back seats, raised white letter tires,
AM-FM radio, twin remote mirrors,
tinted glass. Convenience group, group
heater, 24 mo. or 24,00,0 mi. Ford care
warranty.

Parker For),(1 Inc. '6102"
HORNBUCKLE BARBER VIOP
Ladies & Men's Shoes Shined 75' Pr.
Beets $1.00 pr.
225 L.P. MMer St.

Specializing In Senior atizens
Hair Cats $1.00
Shampoo, Shave and Haircut $2.75
Open Hours Mon., Tees., Wed., There., Fri., Set.
7:30-2:30-753-3685

641 Auction
Nary. 641 North hris, Tn.
Every friday night at6:30 p.m.
This week maple desk, cherry chest,
trash compactor, electric ronge, ook
tables, oil lamps, oak frames, avon, oak
show case, dressers, stone jugs, freezer,
refrigerator, coca-cola drink box,
glosdivare ond much more.
,Antietam Lorry hire.No.64A

thrity McBride Ns. 247

4:?;
4
.

.3.:i
••• •;44:• •$•••••
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28.?Mile Home Rentali
12x65 Furnished 2 bedroom 1 mile from
Murray. Beautiful
shaded lot with garden
spot. 759 4588.753-7637. '
Nice 2 bedroom trailer
near Murray. No pets.
Call 489-2611.
Nice 2 bedroom mobile
home in small well kept
court. $85. 753-8216 after

3IE 310
32. Apts. For Rent
Two bedroom duplex,
central heat and air,
hookup for washer and
dryer, Couples
prefered. $195. Call
753 9741.
Two bedroom un
furnished apartment S.
8th near hospital. 2
bedroom partially fur
nished apartment and 1
bedroom furnished
apartment near downtown. Adults only, lease
and deposit required.
Call 753-9208 after 4p.m
Two nice apartments.
1 2 bedroom and 1-1
bedroom furnished. Air
conditioned, near the
lake 10 miles south on
121. Couples or singles
only. No pets. Lease and
deposit required. 4365401.
Two room apartment
and bath. Carpeted,*
partly furnished. In
private home and priv1
2
ate entrances. 2 /
-blbcks from court
square. 753-0848.

33. Roomsfor Rent
Furnished room 1 block
from MSU. Private
bath, kitchen, living
room and laundry
facilities. Boys only.
$65. per month. Call
7594538.
One block from university. Call 753-6933 or
753-1812.

34. Housesfor Rent
All electric 2 bedroom,
fully furnished home.
$150. per Month. $100.
deposit. /
1
2. block froth
MSU. Call 753-9829.

36,For Rent or Lease

For rent or lease furnished 3 bedroom brick.
1 /
1
2 block off campus.
362-4425 or 527-8397.
One bedroom un
furnished apartment on
Main Street near
Hospital. $145month.
Deposit required.
5 bedpoom home 2
blocks from campus
5p.m.
$250month. Ideal for
Trailer for rent 5 miles
students.
south on private lot. $90.
4 bedroom country
month plus deposit and
home. $250month. Dereference. Phone 753posit required.
6753.
Call Spann Realty AsTrailers for rent Dill's sociates, 753-7724.
Trailer Court.
Want to lease up to 4
Two bedroom trailer 1 acres of dark tobacco.
mile out of city limits Call 753-9357.
121 South. $90. plus
deposit. Call 753-5405.
37. Livestock-Supplies
Two bedroom furnished Registered
Angus bulls.
or unfurnished. New 1 13
months, 1 10
furniture and carpet,
months. Call 437-4365.
central air. Rent $85.$150. Shady Oaks 753- 38. Pets-Supplies
5209.
AKC Alaskian Mal
amute puppies. Shots
30-8usiness Rentals
and wormed. good pets
and guard dogs. $150.
753 9390.
Mini
Bunny Rabbits $1. each.
Warehouse
Call 753-3020 after
Stange Space
3:30p.m.
For Rent
Free, puppies, Shephard
753-4758
cross, wormed. 759-9717
after 5p.m.

32. Apts. For Rent
All electric fully furnished efficiency apar1
2
tment. Low utilities, 2 /
blocks from MSU. Call
753-9829.
For rent: small furnished apartment also
house trailer. Blond ie
McClure 753-3949.
Four room furnished
apartment near downtown. Call 753-4645 in
afternoon.
Furnished apartments.
Efficiency, 1 or 2 bedrooms. Also sleeping
rooms. Zimmerman
Apts. S. 16th 753-6609.
HILLDALE Apartments, Hardin, KY will
accept applications on
premises beginning
April 15, 1982 from
9A.M. until 3P.M. daily
Monday thru Friday,
for 1,2,3 bedroom 'apartments, Section 8, rentsubsidized, Equal
Housing Opportunity.
Includes apartments for
handicapped.
New duplex 2 bedroom,
central heat and air,
fully carpeted, all kitchen appliances. Call
753-8146 or after 60.m.
753-2437.
Nice 1 bedroom furnished apartment. Call
753-3949.
One and 2 bedroom
apartments near downtown Murray. Call 75341090r 436-2844.
One and 2 bedroom
apartments for - rent.
Call 753 - 3530 Tbe
Embassy Apts.
Two bedroom duplex in
Northwood. Central
heat and air, carpeted,
refrigerator, sieve,
dishwasher, ,disposal
with washer and dryer
.hookup. Carport and
patio, $200 deposit, $285
per month. Pays 7537972, nights 753-3018.
TwO bedroom duplex.
Central heat and air. NO
pets. $210. month. $200.
deposit. Lease required.
Call after 5p.m.
753-6699,
Tw.o bed.room
townhouse apartment.
Carpeted, rsahge, refrigerator, dishwasher,
disposal, washer-dryer
hook-up. Central heat
and air. 753-7530, 7537559.

13. Real Estate

41.Public Sale

41. Public Sale
6 ,Party Yard Sale April
16-17, Fri. and Sat.
84p.m. 4 miles west of
Murray on Hwy. 94.
753-0812.
Basement sale 509
Chestnut Fri. and Sat. 1
iron bed, t.v. stand,
odds and ends.
Big Carport Sale Fri.
9-6, Sat. 9-12. 2nd house
on left past.Shady Oaks
Tr. Ct. on 121 toward
Mayfield.
Carport Sale 2 Party
Fri. and Sat. South of
4-way stop on Wiswell
Rd., near Southwest
School follow signs.
Fairground Flea
Market. MurrayCallow.ay.Co.
Fairgrounds. Open every weekend, 7AM to
/PM Friday and Saturday, 9AM to 6PM Sundays. Booth space can
be rented. Call days 753
4669 nights 753 4570.

•
Garage Sale Fri. and
Sat , April 16 and 17 8 5
In Canterbury Estates
on the Corner of London
Dr. and Tabard Dr
753 8479.
Garage Sale Fri. and
Sat. April 16th and 17
707 Sycamore.
Yard Sale Sat. April 13th
313 N. 6 th
8 4p.m.
Three Party Yard Sale
Sat. 10 3 708 Olive St.
Quality children's,
men's and women's
clothing. Lots of
variety, toys, books,
records, bicycle, etc.
Yard Sale Thurs., Fri.,
and Sat. 509 Vine from
8-4.
Yard Sale 315 Tryon
6-??? Fri. and Sat.,
April 16th and 17th.
Childrens clothes size 6
months to 5, boys and
girls.
Yard Sale Fri., April
16th. 9 miles out Potter town Road or 4 miles
east on 280 off 121 Hwy.
Watch for sign
Yard Sale Sat., 8 5 Oaks
Estates Subdivision
next to Oaks Country
Club. Miscellaneous
work shop equipment,
kitchen cabinet base,
new window screens,
furniture, lots of other
items.
'
Yard Sale -Fri. and Sat.
on Hwy 94 1 mile west
of Lynn Grove inside
green tool shed. Baby
items, outdoor plants,
tools, tent, new um
brella for table, weed
eater, skies.
Yard Sale Fri. and Sat.
9a.m. 1517 Cardinal Dr.
Miscellaneous items.
Yard Sale Sat., April
17th, 7a.m. 1.2 noon.
Murray Woman's Club
House Vine St. at 7th.
Sponsored, by Home
Department.
Yard Sale 1202 Dogwood
Fri. and Sat. 105. In
case of rain no sale.

Pardon S. Thermos
In:Nonce &
Real Estate
Seethside Coed Sq.
Murray, kentacky
753-4451
If you're an energy
miser, check on this
excellent buy on
Highway 732. 3 be
baths,
1
2
drooms, 1 /
fireplace in living room
with gas logs, wood burning fireplace in
den, nice garden spot
and lots of fru++ trees.
Priced in the 540's.
KOPPERUD REALTY
753 1222.

Strout.
Realty
Oft.ciao t• Coast
Buyers from Everywhere
Reliable Service Siete 1900
1912 Coldwater load
Money, Kestecky 12071
($02)753-0188
Amytisee
101 L. KENNON
Breker
Litessed & leaded

49. Used Cars

53. Services Offered

53. ServicesOffered

1972 Chevy Impala 2
door, excellent condi
.tion
Best offer, Call
759 4805 or 753 8430 after
5p m.
1972 Pinto. Call 437 4254.
1975 Buick LTD. 72,000
$950. Call
miles
4362511
1978 Oldsmobile Delta.
Loaded. $4500. 753 2813.
Honda Civic. Tinted
glass, low mileage,
excellent condition. 7533027. $3200.
Pretty little car. AMC,
good gas mileage, air
condition. 753'5292
evenings.

Can you account for
your household goods in
case of fire, theft, or
natural disaster? If not,
call Insurance Photog
raphy between
6p.m. 9p.m. Mon. Fri.
at 753 1988.
Carpenter with 30 years
experience. Building of
all types, repairs and
trailer additions. Call
436-2253.
Carpet and window
cleaning. Satisfaction
guaranteed. 'Steve
Hobbs 753 3317.
Concrete, block, brick.
2.1 years experience. No
job to large or small.
Free estimates. Call
753-5476.

GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years ex
perience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, sliding. N.0
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 474
2359, nights 474 2276.

11981 Pontiac Bonneville Coupe. Loaded. One Owner Local
Car. 11,000 miles.

PURDOMS

TWO OPEN
HOUSES IN
CANTERBURY.
2 PM - 4 PM
Sunday
April 18, 1982
1529 Oxford Dr.
1506 Chaucer Dr.
SEE YOU SUNDAY

I

50 Used Trucks

45. Farms for Sale

49. Used Cars
1969 VW Dune • Buggie.
Needs motor. $400. Has
been chopped and reworked. Phone 759-4515
6-9p.m. only.
1970 Ford Maverick
2-door sedan. • Straight
shift. One owner. Allen
Rose,7.53-3690.
Rabbit Volkswagon
1979. Moon-roof, excel
lent. _ condition 54300
753 3027.

AUCTION SALE
Saturday, April 17 at 10 a.m. at Crossland, Ky. from Murray, Ky. take
Highway 641 South to Hazel, Ky. tern West on State Line Rd. to Crossland.
See AKAN Signs, or take 94 West to 783 Son* to Crossland. This is a community sale. No deniers nierchandiso.
OVie Lincoln chape aladdin lamp complete, one complete amber aladdin lamp, clear aladdin
lamp, kerosene lamps, old kerosene lamp base hand painted, complete old Rayo lamp, nice old
vanity lamps, old floor lamp, some good glass and china, pink and greeadepression glass,
platimini gold Ohina,three of the best and oldest cookie Jars, old buttermilk pitchers, musical tea
pitchers, gander mantel vases, good stone mixing bowls, stone jugs, jars and churns, 2 castiron
dinner Kettles, good old No. 7 tea kettle, iron skillet, cast iron muffin Om,good wash,kettle and
tribal, Jipsy dye kettle, Coke tray, like pew wood cook stove, 2-dairy churns, like new wood diamond display case, old spinal bock-rocker, 2-oak hi back rockers, maple serving rocker, old oak
dreamers,organ stool,small oak table,old buffet or side board,tredal mewing machine,tin-door pie
safe, old kitchen call.,wood school desk, thread holder for•loom, old 6-leg walnut table, iron
beds, good old wine NEM,XX case butcher knives, old crout cutter, new couch and chair, throw
rugs,feather beds,fancy old coffee table; other coffee and end tables, magazines racks,odd vanity, clad of drawers, new yard light, yard chairs and fire place basket, many hand and garden
tools, lawn mower,good tiller, old fox horn, good log chains,truck tool box,good tires, old double
roller,sausage miR,corn'haler,lead mold,a set of wood house rollers, milk cans, block and lide,
railroad Jacks,screw Jacks,by* jacks,chain link fence,goodtebaccoknive,fro and male,small •
beam sealer, ice shoes,flat irons,dated fruit jars,old mule gear,good rastus,one Avery one row
COCO drill with grain and fertilise box; one horse plow, coon foot harrow, single ties, hey hooks,
wood plain,mind spare for Sl Chevrolet,truck mirrors, step ladder, well pulley's, wash board, inside doors,nuts and bolts,and much much more. This is a good clean sale, will not hold the best for
last, so come plan to spold the day. Lunch available. Not responsible for accidents. Sale Conductad by

Dan Miller Auction Service
For more information and year Mortisn needs cal 435-4144 Lynn Grove, Ky.
Den Millar-ANtioneer
Uceased s.d kneed le Ky. & Tenn.
My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

Need a second opinion? Local
references. Coll Hugh
Outland. 759-1718 or
753-8076.

Oldsmobile
Pontiac
Cadillac
1406W. Main
753-5315

1965 Chevrolet pickup
with camper. 6 cylinder
Acre
farm
for
59
sale. straight shift. $500. Call
Near Coldwater. Call 753-6842, after 5p.m. call
489-2357.
753-0768.
1975 Chevrolet pickup.
46. Homesfor Sale
Long wheel base. Call
3 bedroom brick house. 437-4311.
Carpet throughout, 2 1976 Chevrolet Luv.
baths, large living Good condition. 1978
room and den. 2 car Honda 400 Hawk. Good
garage with 'large stor- condition. Call 435-4489.
age room. Call .489 2145
or 753 2493.
51. Campers
House for sale at 503 Over head s,camper
Chestnut. Call tor ap shell(long bed). 1970
psintment 7533691 or Pontiac 4 tires L78.15.
753 2737.
Call 753-6002 after-4p m
Lovely 3 bedroom, 2
bath home ideally 52. Boats-Motors
located in Canterbury
Estates and ready for 14ft. Polar Craft john
immediate occupancy. boat. 35hp Evinrude
motor.
Newly painted inside electric start
Depth
43. Real Estate
and out last year, Moody trailer.
kitchen appliances and finder and trolling mo6p.m.
drapes included. Priced tor. Call after
759 4734.
90 acre farm in
in the mid 560's. KOP
Coldwater with
PERUD REALTY. 753 .14ft. fiberglass Ebitide
boat and trailer. 50hp.
1222.
older home. 70 tenJohnson motor. Well
dable acres, 40 47. Motorcycles
equipped, good shape.
bottom and 30 in
Call 753 4479.
1975 Honda 400CC. 4
hillside. Burley and
cylinder, 5000 miles lift. Challenger Ski
air cured tobacco
$950. Call 753 4614 or boat. 140 Mariner outboard metallic silver,
base. Call Bob
753 1326 after 5p.m.
stainless steel prop.
Haley at
1978 Yamaha 400CC. 55800. Shea Sykes 498Reposed for sale. Call 8211.
753 5573.
21ft. Sail Boat, motor,
1981 Honda X R 500R. and trailer. Excellent
Excellent condition. condition. 3 sails. 753Few months old. Must 1736.
sell. 753 7252.
Dock space available
For sale 1972 Honda for pontoon boats.
753-4000
Motorcycle. 500 4 Cypress Springs Resort
or
cylinder, good shape. 436 5496.
$650. Call 753 6276 or
489-2266
Must sell 15ft. Polar
753-5612:
Billy Morgan
Craft boat, motor, and
Mo-peds, in the crate, trailer. $1500. or best
Broker
$399. Motorcycle Parts offer. 489 2787.
and Service 307 N. 4th
Walk to the University 759-1919. Open after- Vagabond Sailboats:
Vagabond 14, Holder 20,
from this charming 3 noons 4'6, Sat. 9-3.
dealer 1554 Oxford Dr.
bedroom home.
Endoro 175 Murray, Ky. 753-1326.
Fireplace, large living Yamaha
room, range, refrigera 1250. 50CC Honda $125.
53, Services Offered
tor and 3 window unit 753 5751 or 753 8673. .
air:conditioners in
APPLIANCE
48. Auto Services
cluded. Assumable loan
Kenmore,
SERVICE
at 12 percent. Priced in Over 50 rebuilt auto- Westinghouse,
the 530's. KOPPER UD matic transmissions in Whirlpool. 20 years
REALTY-753-1222.
stock. 20 day un- experience. Parts and
conditional warranty. service. Bobby Hopper
Reynolds Trans- Bob's - Appli
missions Hwy 69 North ance Service 202 S. 5th
Paris, Tn. 901-6422572.
St. 7 5 3 4 8 7 2 ,
Used Volkswagon parts, 753 8886(home).
tune up, break jobs,
rebuilt motors at
Duane's Prace,435-4272.

753-1212

ROOF
PROBLEMS?

0•41".•Wer.a.C.
•

'
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Will do roof
repair on
houses and
tobacco barns,
etc. Call 7530716 after
6:00 p.m.
Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears. For free es
timates call 753-2310.
CARPET CLEANING,
Free Estimates.
Satisfied references,
Vibra Steam or Quick
Dry Cleaning.
(Upholstery Cleaning).
Lee's Carpet Cleaning
753 5827.

FREE
ESTIMATES
on all Nome Repairs.
Special prices on pointing and rootrspalrs.
STA
l'S
NOME REPAIR
43S-4323
Do you need your
carpets cleaned? Find
out -how inexpensive it
can be done; with deep
steam cleaning. Call
Jeff 753-0015.
Electrical Repairs.
Free estimates. Licen
sed electrician, heating
and air conditioning'.
435 4397.
FLOOR SANDING and
finishing. Stained floors
a- speciality. Dodeau
Floor Co. Call 354-6127.
Fence sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753'2310
for free estimate 'for_
your needs.

1•1•010*--C

Mitchell Paving Company. Commercial, re
sidential. Seal coating
and stripping. Small
jobs a specialty. Call
753'1537.
Need work on your
trees? Topping, prun
ing, shaping complete
removal and more. Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Professional tree care.
753-8536.

*Isaias. Senita Cs.
"Free Mowing". If you
agree to let Country
Side Nursery maintain
your lawn during the
'upcoming season, the
first mowing will be
free. This offer is good
until April 16th. Call
753 3188.
K & K STUMP R EMOV AL . Do you need
stumps removed from
your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up
to 24 inches below the
ground, leaving, only
sawdust and chips: Call
for free estimates. Bob
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
Kemp Jr 435-4319.

A ummum on
my
siding and Aluminum
trim for all houses. It
stops painting.
Jock Glover
Guttering by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters, installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
If you own your land I
can help you have a
home built and financed
at 10 percent A.P.R
Call 436 5582.

alumina all vinl shin,
custom Iris murk.
110erenn. Call Will El
biley, /5346N.
Need your lawn
mowed? Call Jerry at
753-2220. Experienced
and dependable. Heavy
on the trimming. References available.
Professional painting,
paperhanging, commercial, residential
interior-exterior, farm
buildings, estimates.
Tremon Farris 759-1987.
Refrigeration and 4aircortilitioning repairs
and service. "Spring
Special", airconditioners cleaned
and serviced. 436-2104.
Wet basement? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write: Morgan Construction Co. Rt. 2 Box
409 A Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 442 7026.
Will mow yards. 15
years experience. Work
gauranteed. Call 7536564.
Window Cleaning fast
service. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Free estimates. 753-7140.

Auction
Bank Of Murray
Repo Auction
Sat. April 24, 1982
10 A.M.
Rain or Shine
Location. Corner Arcadia and Hwy.
641 N. Murray, Ky.
Offered for sale the following:

1978 Chevy C-65 with dump bed
1971 Ford F750 With Lime
Spreader
1973 GMC C65001 Model With
Dump Bed
1976 Chevy Cab and Chasis C-65
1977 Chevy Pick Up 4 Wheel, C20, 3/4 ton
1974 Chevy Monte Carlo

1979 Road Ranger 35' 5th Wheel
Type
In Addition:
Air/cond. 1979 GE 18000 BTU
Trailer: 1977 Wolv Elfckhoe Trailer
Motorcycle: 1980 Harley Davidson
Super 1200.
Terms of sale: cosh or approved

credit day of sale.

Dan Farris
Auctioneer
Bank of Murray
Murray, Ky.
753-1893
1
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FREE ESTIMATES
On WI year electrical
phobing well pomp:
and painting seeds.
Call 753-9673 NOW!
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Coalfirms must boost export quality

OBITUARIES

•••

Mrs. WIdrop Mrs. Evans•
Mrs. Owenss
•
dies; funeral rites Friday
services
Services for Mrs.
to be Friday
Bessie
R. Evans will be Saturday
Mrs. Zada Anice
Waldrop, 80, died
Wednesday at 12:15 p.m.
at Community Hospital,
Mayfield. She was a resident of 1104 Wilford St.
there.
Born Sept. 11, 1901, she
was the daughter of the
late Gashum Hill and
Fannie Robbins Hill.
Mrs. Waldrop is survived by her husband, Olus
Waldrop; three
daughters, Mrs. James
W. Canter, Sedalia, and
Mrs. William C. Hill and
Mrs. Charles Wilson
Wyatt, Mayfield; two
sons, Bobby Waldrop,
Mayfield, and Billy
Waldrop,Sedalia.
Also surviving, are a
sister, Mrs. Bessie
McNeil, Mayfield; a half
sister, Mrs. Betty Hurt,
Detroit, Mic.h.; a brother,
Willie Hill, Mayfield; 13
grandchildren;. nine
great-grandchildren.
Services will be Friday
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield. The Rev. Eddie
Cagle and the Rev. Sherman Blackwell will officiate.
Nephews will serve as
pallbearers. Burial will
follow in Highland Park
Cemetery, Mayfield.
Friends may call at
funeral home after 5 p.m.
today Thursday ).

W. L. Deboe
dies; rites
to be .Friday

Friday at 2 p.m.-Pin the
chapel of Max Churchill
Funeral Home. Charlie
Sweatt %till officiate.
Jerry Bolls will direct the
song service.
Burial will follow in
Hicks Cemetery.
Friends may call at
funeral home.
Mrs. Evans, 79, Rt. 13,
Paducah, died Tuesday
at Western Baptist
Hospital there.
Born March 25, 1903, in
Henry County, Tenn., she
was the daughter of the
late James Ross and
Zelema Owens Ross.

Mrs. Sadler
dies; rites
at church
Services for Mrs.
Gladys Sadler will be Friday at 2 p.m. at New
Liberty Church of Christ.
Burial will follow in
church ceinetery.
Friends may call at
Ridgeway Morticians,
Paris, Tenn.
Mrs. Sadler, 80, died
Tuesday at Henry County
General Hospital, Paris.
She was the widow of
Brent Sadler.
Survivors include a
daughter, Mrs. Mildred
Chilcutt, Buchanan,
Tenn.; two sons, Charles
Thompson, Buchanan,
and David Thompson,
Murray.
Also surviving are four
sisters, Mrs. Ma.e
Nichols, Murray, Mrs.
Vona Ragose, Plano, Ill.,
Mrs. Violet Little,
Hamilton, Ohio, and Mrs.
Lavada Garland, New
Concord; a brother, Marvin Todd. New Concord.

Services for William
Lee Deboe will be Friday
at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Collier.. Fuperal Home,
Benton. Burial will follow
'in Maple Springs
Cemetery.
Friends may call at
.funeral home.
Mr. Deboe, 61, Rt. 4.
Benton, died Wednesday
at 6:05 a.m. at Lake
Glenn Cunningham, 48,
Haven Care Center, BenRt.' 5, died Wednesday at
ton.
Survivors include four 8:30 a.m. at his home. His
sisters, Mrs. Ruth Cunn- death was due to natural
ingham, Murray, Mrs. causes, according to
Pearl Waker, Illinois, Calloway County Coroner
Mrs. Hazel Shevalier, Tommy Walker. T.
The deceased was a
Florida, and Mrs. Annie
Free, Fairdealing; a mechanic. Born Feb. 25,
brother, Robert Deboe, 1934, at New Concord, he
was the Son of the late
Calvert City.
Also surviving are Vernon Cunningham and
eight nieces, nine Lera Parrish Cunnnephews, 10 great-nieces ingham.
He is survived by a
and nine great-nephews.
sister, Mrs. Louise Kimbro, and three brothers,
Federal-State Market News Service April
Loraine, Robert and Paul
15, 1112
Cunningham,all of Rt.5.
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
The funeral will be
Receipts Act 517 Est 610 Barrows ir Gilts
Saturday at 11 a.m. in the
75-1.11 higher Sows steady 1 N lower instances NA lower
chapel of J.H. Churchill
US I-2 2111-240 lbs
$22224275
Funeral Home. Burial
US N0-211 lbs
$51 22-5222
US 2 2111•54lbs.
$21724222
will follow in Parker
US 2-3 224270 Ms
$50 75-51 75
Cemetery.
Sows
US 1-2510324 lbs.
143.06-45
Friends may call at
US14 311$451
144 66-46 51
funeral home after 6 p.m.
US 1-3 460500 lbs
146 5042.09
US 1-3 5116436 lbs
$52 11465 00 few 55 50
tonight (Thursday 1.
L'S

Cpnningham
dies at home;
rites Friday

CHARLESTON, W.Va. relatively stable labor cycle of United kfine4
. companies over
(AP) — American coal climate in recent years — Workers contract
strikes Australian and South
companies seeking to even with the three-year — as a big plus for
the Africau enterprises.
boost export levels must
concentrate more on
quality, delivery, and acThe funeral for Mrs.
Frank Carroll, 50, Rt. 5, curate measurements,
Clydie E. Owen will be died Wednesday at his according to a report
Saturday at 2 p.m. at home. His death was due prepared for the ApOaklawn Baptist Church, to natural causes, ac- palachian Regional ComPaducah, where she was cording to Calloway mission.
a member. The Rev. County Coroner Tommy
"Since we cannot comJerry Barron, the Rev. Walker.
pete on the basis of price
Kenneth Brown and the
The Calloway man had in most cases, other
Rev. Terry Henderson been in ill health for facets such as reliability,
will officiate.
several years. Born May security, quality and
Burial will follow in 27, 1931, in Calloway predictability of future
Woodlawn Memorial County, her was the son of cost increases become
Gardens there.
the late Gaylon Carroll very important," says
Friends may call at and Nellie Norman Car- the Market Guide For
Roth Funeral Home, roll.
Steam Coal Exports
Paducah, until 12:30 p.m.
Survivors include two From Appalachia.
Saturday when the body daughters, Mrs. Mary
American companies
will be taken to the Ann Tucker and Mrs. Kay could capture a good porchurch.
Duncan, Calloway Coun- tion of the Asian and
Mrs. Owen, 76, 1907 ty; three brothers, James European coal markets if
South 21st St., Paducah, Carroll, Rt. 1, Hardin, they improve perdied Tuesday at 4:15 p.m. Norman Carroll, Rt. 1, formance,the guide said.
at Western Baptist Almo, and Jerry Carroll,
"Many consumers in
Hospital there. She was a Rt. 5. Western Europe have
native of Calloway CounThree grandchildren purchased coals from the
ty.
U.S. which have proven
also survive.
The deceased, widow of
Services will be Friday to be of poor quality,
W.H. Owen, was a retired at 2 p.m. in the chapel of short in volume and late
licensed practical nurse. Blalock -Coleman on delivery," said the
She attended Calloway Funeral Home. The Rev. booklet, written by ICF
County Schools and was a Eulas Greer will of- Inc.' and JP Coal
graduate of Lincoln ficiate.
Assoc4ates. "The
School of Nursing,
Burial will follow in maritime demurrage
Chicago.
Sinking Spring Cemetery. problems created by the
Mrs. Owen is survived
Friends may call at bottlenecks at the U.S.
by two sons, Ken Owen, funeral home.
ports have been very exPaducah, and Hugh
pensive to these buyers
• Plenty of U.S. Choice Beef
Owen, • Memphis; four
and quite frustrating."
strips fried to a golden brown
sisters, Mrs. Dollie
The booklet said •
Hot, crisp trench fries • 2
Russell, Murray, Mrs.
America's chief competi- Southern-style hush puppies
Lola Hale and Mrs. Jessie
tion in the world steam
FRANKFORT, Ky. coal market comes from
Bedwell, Reidland, and
Mrs Jewell Walker, (AP) — A public hearing Australia and South
on proposed additions Africa, which usually
Calvert City.
12th 8. Olive
Also surviving are and amendments to Ken- charge less for a top of
seafood & hamburgers
753-9383
three grandchildren,. tucky's air polhaioh-ton- coal.
"
...like you like IC
Mrs.'Cathy Denton, Mrs. trol regulations will be
However, the guide
April
29 at the State cited Appalachia's
Cindy McCulley and Rant-T.-held
dy Owen; seven great- Office Building.
The regulations cover
grandchildren.
permits and compliance
schedules, general compliance requirements, attainment
status designaIndustrial Average
-1 43
Air Products
344. -4 tions, prevention
of
American Motors
3Ni uric
significant deterioration
Ashland
224.
American Telephone
554 unc of air quality, review of
Chrysler
5 44
new sources in non506 N. 12th Murray, Ky. Olympic Plaza .753-2380
Dupont
354. • .
4
Ford
204. •4 attainment areas and
GAF
134. unc
controlled trading.
General Dynamics
27
General Motors
41S A4
Also covered by the
General Tire
III'.
proposed changes are
Goodrich
1944
Goodyear
214. unc new stationary gas turGulf
124 sac
Heublein
41% +4. bines, new bulk gasoline
IBM
636
.
plants, new service staJerico
204.B 204.A
Kmart
194. unc tions, new fabric, vinyl
Penwalt
26 unc and
paper-surface
12 oz.
Quaker Oats
triks
coating
operations, and
Texaco
, 30 unc
U S Tobacco
46N4 inc new
graphic arts
Wendy's
154.
facilities which use
C E F Fund
143$ rotogravure
and flexography.

Frank Carroll
dies;funeral
to be Friday

Hearing
planned

Captain D's,

Stock market

:VERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE

Oil

CORRECTION

.(41)) Off

On Your \
Next Paper
Back Book

•

sr wor iv*.A0,1 r vr
We Have
the New
L'Oreal Premiere
Perm

100 tablets
•
1..arllitil
e

$

A

AtAvi
.
/A

lvf'ierir.vt\v‘al.w \vriv'w'vvf.tw4.4
Cox

COUNTRYSIDE NURSERY
SIMI Our( ountre Store
Professional Design 1907 Coldwater Rd
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Free Estimates
(502) 753-3188
'W., beautify
COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL
the outdoors
LANDSCAPING AND LAWN MAINTENANCE

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

YOUTH REVIVAL
Scott Grove
Baptist Church
Inviting You
To Hear

In a Series
of Revival
Services
April 14-18
7:00 P.M.

WAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLE
Munsoi

Foster Grant
Sunglasses

$259

4-

2>
/
41 3

lirrAPAhA

g,
—

Professional

Avoe.. vw\livw

Blow

1,1

Brush

Crawford, Song Leader
Bro. Paul Dailey Sr., Interim Pester

V1119 vir

12 oz.

& Comb

$1 77
litAvveak-,frkmA )khik

Demo ate
ream
tar

Open 9:00-9:00
Mon.-Sat. and
1:00-6:00
Sundays

•
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Tri-Vi Sol
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*Preaching to enrich you.
*songs to inspire you.
*Friendly.people to greet you.

OFF

Boil N'Soak

DermolatoZraccrs',
-.•••••

AgAA
6
\*

Still

$ 99
.go voiry,

Bro Jerry IlopPins is B.S.U.
Director Murray State U.

B.'0. Donald

A.
"
1
\kA

.

•
• 79 Pontiac Trend.,
Block witon and block interior, plower steering,
power brakes, air, power windows. AM-FM, 8trock, tilt wheel, t-top. $6977.00'

1 99

. •SP.R,
k VA,
P.M'
,

I
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Free Mowing

WON

Ecotrin

Oil of Olay

AVE- AVE

1

In Uncle Jeff's ad in Wednesday nights edition the Muri Hi
Stepper Personal Size FM
,Stereo should have been
$27.97 instead of $23.88.

_

50C 64

•Mylanta

$43 09.44 10,

If you agree to let Country Side
Nursery maintain your lawn
during the upcoming season,
the first mowing will be free.
This offer is good until April
16th. Call 753-3188.

t
I

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

BYRON'S

-

Hog market

2-3 31114111110s

•-•

SAVE— SAVE—SAVE— SAVE—SAVE—SAVE —SAVE—SAVE —

AVE- AVE- AV

I'ICE 16 THE

With Iron

Drops
89
ayj $339

1,0

t."
n.

Suave Baby
Shampoo

99c.
16 oz.
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